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ABSTRACT 
Bili.rgual Education: What It Could 
Mean on the Navajo Reservation 
by 
Berniece A. Blackhorse 
utah state University, 1989 
Major Professor: Dr. William IXlbson 
Department: Psychology 
'!he e::rucational system in the United states is meant for the 
native speakers of English . As a result, students who are limited 
English proficient do not sucx::eed academically in this e::rucational 
system. 
Literature presents much evidence as to the effectiveness arrl 
successes of students' academic perfonnance when their nother tongue or 
home language is used in the classrc:x:xn. 
successful bili.rgual program rrooels which could be used with 
Navajo students was sought through the literature. 
'Ihrough the literature there was no one irethod that was 
a:ppropriate for all bili.rgual programs. '!here were three distinct 
program rraiels discussed in the literature: the transitional, 
immersion, arrl ma.intenance rrooels. 
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'!he transitional m:Jdel is an En:Jlish-as-a-secorrl language 
awroach. Students are taught in their first language but transition to 
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ErXJlish as soon as lX)SSi.ble is en:xJl.lraged. E:n;Jlish fluency is the goal. 
In the immersion program all in.st.ruction is in E:n;Jlish. '!his immersion 
nodel uses the ErXJlish lan:Juage only. 'll1e students are surrourrled by 
F.nJlish throughout the school day. 'lhe maintenance nodel atterrpts to 
maintain the nother ton;JUe. AI:,preciation arrl loyalty of the original 
language is one notivating factor for the maintenance m:x1el.. 
'!here are many problems surroon:lirg bilirgual education. 'lhese 
prd::>lems are in the areas of tenninology, procedures, practices, 
evaluations arrl assessments, d:>jectives, Ji'l.ilosq:tries, goals, teacher 
trainin;J, materials, methods arrl even the implementation of a bilingual 
program. '!here is sane academic advantages to using two lan;Juages. It 
provides the learner the advantage of participating arrl functionin;J in 
two cultures , socially arrl academically. 
Amid all the controversy, the educational system is atterrpting to 
provide mean:in;Jful education for the lbni.ted F.nJlish proficient 
students. 
'lhe primary recx:mrenjation of this paper is that bilingual 
programs focus on the needs of the secx:nj laTXJUage learner, wit-.h 
cautions regarding the use of experimental programs. 
(85 pages) 
CllAPI'ER I 
INl'ROilJCTIOO 
More than 225 million people in the United States care from 
backgrourrls of huooreds of different countries where different languages 
are spoken (Baca & CeI:vantes, 1986a). 
'Ihe study on language minorities comucted by the National center 
for F.ducation in 1976 fourrl that there were 28 million people who spoke 
lan:JUages other than ~lish in the United states (Baca & CeI:vantes, 
1986a). Five million of this group were school-age (6-18 years old), 
which represent 10% of the whole school-age pcpllation in the United 
States. Acco~ to this study , in New Mexico, 49% of the children 
were of non-~lish backgrourrl, and in Arizona, it was 29%. 'Ihese 
figures give arrple evidence that bilin;Jualism presents a major 
educational and cultural problem for arr country, and other countries as 
well. &lea and CeI:vantes (1984b) state that bilin;Jual education is a 
universal Iilenanenon fourrl in nost countries throughout the world. 
Bilingual education, the use of two languages for instruction and 
interaction, has been and probably always will be a topic of heated 
discussion. In a sense, the disagreements over its irrpleroontation and 
use are urrlerstarrlable since IOC>re is at issue than a sirrple educational 
policy. When a school district decides to give errlorsernent to a 
bilin;Jual curriculum, they are doin;J IOC>re than rnakin;J a policy decision. 
'Ibey are also rnakin;J a statement about the value they place on each of 
the languages and cultures used in the bilingual curriculum. A 
curriculum usin;J only one lan:JUage is statin;J that one lanJU.3ge is the 
only language needed for academic sucx::ess. A curriculum usin;J two or 
nore lamuages for instruction is stati.n:J that there is same academic 
advantage to usi.n:J and knowi.n:J nore than one lamuage and that the 
school district and classrocm teachers errlorse this ability. 
~nents of bilingual education often see it as a means of 
subverti.n:J traditional Aroorican values. '!hey feel that it is the duty 
of the school system to teach all non-ED;Jlish speakers the lamuage of 
society and politics in this country and that a program that does not 
enpiasize the learni.DJ of ED;Jlish is not only produci.n:J students who 
will be unable to participate in the denocratic process but is 
increasi.n:J the conflict that currently exists between cultural and 
l i.n:Juistic minority groups (Fradd , 1987). 
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~nents of bilingual education see bilingual education as (1) a 
tool that will suppress the host culture's traditions and values; (2) 
that there is a possibility that the non-ED;Jlish laD3llage will become an 
established lamuage alOrxJ with the ED;Jlish lamuage; and (3) the 
continued use of the bilingual student's first lamuage will not allo.v 
an increased knowledge of the ED;Jlish lamuage, the culture and the 
history of the Dr.ited states, which the upper mickile (:lass val1..1es. 
Politicians and the media have even exaggerated this concern into fear 
and bilingualism is, therefore, a real threat to many people. Ho.vever, 
even if bilin:Jual education is an eirotionally sensitive issue, the 
educational needs and concerns still need to be addressed (Fradd, 1987). 
Proponents of bilingual education believe that not all children 
enter the educational system in this country with the same li.n:Juistic 
skills or experience. Bilingual education recognizes this difference 
and rather than µmishi.n:J the students for not havin:J had the 
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q:portunity to learn the :En:Jlish language, utilizes the native language 
arrl the :En:Jlish language to ensure that the student receives full 
benefit fran hisjher educational e>q:>erience. 
Despite their differences, both sides ~d agree on the fact that 
sace children enter school with special needs, be they lin;1uistic, 
i:nysical, ne:tical, or social in nature, arrl that sace programs are m:,re 
SUCO:!SSful in SEUVin;J certain kirrJs of students than other programs. 
'!here are m:,re limited :En:Jlish proficient students nc,.,, than there 
-were when bilingual education began al.Ioost twenty years ago because of 
the increase in international i.nunigration arrl the birth rate of non-
:En:Jlish language backgrourrl people. Instead of two different non-
English language groups, there are as many as fifteen in same sch(X)ls, 
or even in scxne classrcx::ms (Fradd, 1987). 
Minority language students are m:,re prone to academic failure 
because of their lin;Juistic arrl cultural differences. Educational issues 
for these students also include econanic, social arrl political concerns 
(Fradd, 1987) • 
Problem Staterrent 
'!his study will focus on one ethnic group of the many referred to 
above; narrely, the Navajo In:iians. In spite of numerous bilingual 
programs on the Navajo Reservation, elerrentary school-age children are 
not becaning proficient in the English language as derronstrated in 
achieverrent test scores. '!his author has observed, as a teacher for the 
past twelve years on the Navajo Reservation, that the daninant Navajo 
speakin:;J students are go.in;J through a bilingual education program at the 
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school without developing their secorrl larguage well enough to function 
satisfactorily in a classroom. 'lhese sttrlents remain harrpered because 
they cannot participate effectively in environments geared ta..rcu:d 
~lish speakers. 
'Ihe dcaninant Navajo speaker is not bilingual. '!here are also 
sttrlents 'Who are not dominant in either larguage. 'Iheir ~lish 
larguage skills are not developed well enough for them to function 
neaningfully in a regular classroan. For reasons not clear, schools do 
not seem to be reaching these Navajo children arrl equalizing their 
education so that they will have a chance to becane highly educated 
irrlividuals 'Who will p::,ssess all the qualities arrl skills of a 
succe..c::;sful :ma.in.stream American . 
Traditional ways of teaching are not allowing sone of these 
students to attain success (Fradd, 1987) • With the conplexities of 
larguages arrl the problem associated with the speakers of these 
larguages, it becares "crucial for successful learning that both 
teachers arrl sttrlents operate within the set of cultural nonn.s, or at 
least have an un:ierstan:ling of each ethers diff€ring nc:rms" {Bamnan, 
1980). 
'Ihere are many kirrls of children 'Who are served by many kirrls of 
programs on the Navajo reservation. 'Ihese range fran Il'Dnolingual 
~lish-speakin;J children 'Who att.errl regular p.lblic schools with all 
~lish curria.llum.s to I!'Onolingual Navajo children 'Who atterrl a 
BIA/contract school with bilingual or I!'Dnolingual Navajo curria.llum.s. 
In addition, not all Navajo children have the same degree of 
Il'Dnolingualism or bilingualism. saoo are I!'Onolingual Navajo, sare are 
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:rrostly nonolin:;Jual Navajo, but have sane exposure to En:;Jlish. Same have 
equal exposure to En:;Jlish arrl Navajo. Same are nonolin3ua]. En:;Jlish 
speakers. In each of these categories, there are degrees of both 
nonolingualisrn arrl bilin;Jualism arrl children nay speak st.armrd or 
nonstarrlard dialects of each lal')3llage. For each of these wide ranging 
categories, each school district is nore or less free to i.nplerrent its 
own nonolingual or bilin;Jual program to best meet the needs of these 
students. As such there are a number of different bilin3ua]. programs on 
the Navajo reservation which have radically differinq pliloscplies, 
a.irriculum.s arrl populations beinq served. In addition, there is not 
much cooperation or exch.arqe of infonnation or persormel between the 
programs, resulting in overlap, inconsistencies arrl different 
interpretations of a child ' s needs based on differinq assessment 
criteria. D..le to the diversity arrl lack of information sharing, there 
is a critical need to fim out how nany different bilin3ua]. programs are 
a.irrently in existence on the Navajo reservation, what their 
i;niloscpues are, what the a.irriculliln is arrl who the program is serving. 
'!he :purpose of this thesii:; is to review all of the issue;; arrl 
carponents of bilin;Jual education, seeking ideas arrl practices that 
could be used to enharx::e educational programs for the secorrl l~ge 
learner on the Navajo Reservation. 
ClIAPl'ER II 
REVIEW OF LITERA'IURE 
History of Bilingual Programs Nationally 
Bilin;Jualism within the United states historically has not been 
valued. '!his view prarotes the belief anon:J educators am the general 
?,]blic that low incare, limited Erqlish proficient students have a 
harxticappin:J con:lition (Fradd & Vega, 1987). 
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Drrin:J the 1960's, ethnic minorities attercpted to brin:J into focus 
the inequality of social, econanic, am educational ~rtunities by the 
Federal governroont, but it was not until 1967 that the Federal 
governroont began to deal with the educational ~rtunities of limited 
Erglish proficient students. 'lhrough this effort by minorities , the 
Elementary am Secorrlary Act (ESFA) (P.L . 90-247) of 1967 was enacted. 
'!his legislation brought the Federal governroont into actively 
participatin:J in the education of poverty-level students through the 
state am local educational agencies. '!he result was the development of 
suwlemental programs for the low-achievin:J students through federal 
funds (Fradd & Vega, 1987). 
'!he Bilin;Jual Education Act was introduced in the United States 
Senate in January, 1967 an:i it becane Title VII of the Elementary an:i 
Secorrlary Education Act ~ts of 1967. On January 2, 1968, 
President Lyrxion B. Johnson signed the Bilin;Jual Education Act into 
Public law 90-247 (Arrlersson & Boyer, 1978). '!his bill opened many 
doors for bilin;Jual students. It provided furrl.in:J for 1) drop-outs to 
return to school, 2) for han:licapped students to receive full benefits 
of the educational system.s, arrl 3) rural schools to have financial 
assistance to in'prove arrl brin;J about quality educational programs 
(Arrlersson & Boyer, 1978) . 
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Title VII of the Elementary arrl Secx:>rrlary Education Act is called 
the BilinJua]. Education Act. It recognized the daninant "Navajo" 
speak.mJ child arrl provided the opportunity for the child to be taught 
in his native language. In 1968, P.L. 90-247 provided financial help to 
public schools with the develc.pnent of bilinJua]. programs. In 1973, the 
cx:::arprehensive BilinJua]. Education Aloorrlment Act provided federal 
assistance for the trainin:J of bilinJua]. teachers arrl teacher trainees , 
as well as the develc.pnent of bilinJua]. materials (Baker , 1983). 
'!he Title VII legislation was specifically interrled for students 
who had not mastered the English language arrl were not necessarily in 
need of rerredial instniction. 
'!he I.au vs. Nicholas case reached the SUprerre Court in 1974. In 
the I.au vs. Nicholas case, a atlnese parent took the school board of San 
Francisco to court. In this case the question was "do non-English-
~ children receive an equal educational opportunit:y when 
instructed in a language they cannot urrlerstan:i" (Paulston, 1980)? '!he 
SUpreme Court ruled unaninously in favor of the plaintiff, basin;J its 
decision on Title VI of the Civil Rights Act. It ruled "there is no 
equality of treatment ioorely by providin;J students with the same 
facilities, textbooks, teachers, curriculum, for students who do not 
urrlerstarxl English are effectively foreclosed for meanin:Jfu1 education" 
(Bergen, 1979). '!he Court also aJncluded that equal treatment of 
irxlividuals did not necessarily ire.an equal opportunity (Paulston, 1980). 
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'!he 1974 U.S. SUpreme Court ru.1.in:J requires schCXJls to "provide 
SCl'OO kirrl of special assistance for English-deficient laD3t1age minority 
students" (Baker & deKanter, 1983) • 
'!he 1968 Bilin:Jual Education Act was also re-authorized in 1974 
(P.L. 93-380). In this re-authorization, the low incane requirerrent was 
rercoved. Efforts toward prcgram evaluation were begun, rut 
specifications for catpilin:J data on outcanes or program effectiveness 
were never clear. Transitional programs, in which students who were 
still needin:J to learn Erl';Jlish, continued to be furx:led. English 
speakin:J ability, rather than academic achieveroont, continued to be 
e.Irp1a5ized. Transitional meant that basic subjects could be provided in 
two laD3t1ages, but courses in art, nusic, am inysical education were 
preferably offered in Erl';Jlish (Fradd & Vega, 1987). 
'!he 1974 reapprq:>riation provided furx:ls for teacher training 
programs to prepare teachers to work in bilin:Jual education programs. 
Prior to this, federal bilin:Jual furxiin:J eitp'laSized support for 
denonstration projects (Fradd & Vega, 1987). 
In 1978, tt..e Bilingl;al F.ducation Act wa£ agaL"'l re-authorized. 
Although transitional bilin:Jual education programs were still praroted 
in this seco:rrl re-authorization, three major c:hanJes were ill'pleroonted: 
(1) fcx:::us of instnictional programs dlan:Jed; (2) entry am exit criteria 
were required; am (3) research am info:rmation dissemination was 
initiated (Fradd & Vega, 1987). 
'!he tenn l.ilnited English speakin:J ability (LESA) ~ed to the 
term l.ilnited English proficiency (I.EP). Instruction for LESA students 
focused m::>stly on the develcpcent of oral larguage skills. Sin:::e the 
1978 re-authorization in which the tenn limited En;Jlish proficiency 
(IBP) was developed, enpiasis shifted to focus on the four areas of 
language developrre.nt: reac:lin;J, writin3, urrlerstarxting, arrl speaking. 
Entry arrl exit criteria were interrled to assist school districts to 
detennine students nea:lirxJ bilin;Jua]. instruction. 'Ihe 1978 
authorization also allowed the inclusion of forty percent of the 
students to be native En;Jlish speaking stu:ients to learn al:x:iut a 
different culture, but not a foreign language (Fradd & Vega, 1987). 
'Ihe Civil Rights Act of 1964 (P.L. 88-352) focused primarily on 
the problems of Afro-Am:ricans. School districts, usin3 federal money, 
were to guarantee that there was no discrimination based on race, 
religion , or national origin . 'As a result of this federal legislation, 
other groups addressed concerns~ econanic arrl social 
discrimination (Fradd & Vega, 1987) . 
"'Ihe Civil Rights Act of 1964 spoke directly to the educational 
practices of schools insofar as minority children were concerrled" 
(Bergen, 1979). Bergen (1979) goes on to say that this was to insure 
"that all had equal access to federally sponsored progran:s." It was 
not foreseen that "this Act would becane a principal weapon for 
establishin3 bilin3ual programs" (Bergen, 1979). 
A :mem::>rarrlurn from the Director of the Office of Civil Rights 
[May 25, 1970] was sent to all school districts with more than five 
percent minority language students. It infonred them that they must 
take necessary steps to assist students overccxnm;J En;Jlish language 
deficiencies. Based on language skill assessments, IBP students could 
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no lorqer be assigned to classes directed toward the mentally 
handi~ (Fradd & Vega, 1987). 
"Tracki.rq systems that kept stuients in dead-errl programs were to 
be tenninated. All school notices were to be in the parents' hOll'e 
lan.31.1age if the parents did not speak Erqlish" (Fradd & Vega, 1987). 
'Ihe F.qual Educational ~rtunities Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-380) also 
provided a guarantee that minority larq.iage stuients 'Walld have equal 
educational rights, even if school districts did not receive federal 
furrls (Fradd & Vega, 1987). 
'Ihe early court decisions became cornerstones for future 
legislation and litigation. Sane of the legislation, litigation, and 
executive orders affecting bilirgual education according to Fradd and 
Vega (1987) are: 
1) 1923 Meyer vs . Nebraska 
Struck down State regulations prohibitirq use of 
non-Erqlish larq.iages in µ.iblic schools. 
2) 1954 Bru.rm vs. Board of Education of Topeka 
Guarantees equal protection urrler the Fourteenth Arrendrnent, 
which includ.es educa.tiorlal rights of minority language arrl 
handicapped students. 
3) 1958 National Defense Education Act 
Programs furrled for science areas (math, life, :(Xlysical and 
earth sciences) 
4) 1964 Civil Rights Act Title VI (P.L. 88-352) 
Guarantees that race, religion or national origin could not 
be used as reasons for discrimination. 
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5) 1965 Elem:mtary am Secorrlacy Education Act (ESE.A) 
(P.L. 90-247) 
Federal government allowed to becx::me an active participant 
in the education of stu::ients fran the l<:MeSt socio-economic 
levels, which provided for additional i..nst:ruction to school 
districts with a large pcp.tl.ation of students in low socio-
econcmic groops. 
6) 1968 Title VII of the Elem:mtary arrl Secon:lacy Education 
Act known as Bilingual Education Act (P.L. 90-247) 
Addressed specific leamin:J nee:3s of stu:ients who were not 
proficient in Erglish. Provided first federal furrls for 
Bilingual Education. 
7) 1974 Aspira vs. Board of Education of City of New York 
To provide bilingual education for all Hispanic limited 
Erglish profi cient students. 
8) 1974 I.au vs . Nicholas 
Influenced bilingual education nationally. Erglish 
requirelrent was fourrl to be discriminatory arrl interfered 
with civil rights of students. 
9) 1974 Re-authorization of the 1968 Bilingual Education Act 
Office of Bili.ngual Education arrl Minority I..anJuage Affairs 
(OBDITA) established to oversee technical traini.rg arxl other 
program matters. 
10) 1975 I.au Renaties (Executive Order) 
Office for Civil Rights enforced cx:mpliance with these 
requirelrents. 
11) 1978 Bili.ngual Education Act (BF.A) 
Secom Re-authorization of 1968 BilinJual F.ducation Act 
continued. To prarote transitional bilingual education . 
12) 1984 Bilingual F.ducation Act (BF.A) (P.L. 98-511) 
Fl1rrls allocated for six different types of instructional 
programs. 
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''Minority l~ge students are often at high risk of academic failure 
l::>ecause of their li.D;Juistic an:i cultural differences" (Fradd, 1987). 
"In the past, many students fran minority backgroun:is have experienced 
difficulties in school an:i have perfonred "WO:rse than nonolingual 
students on verbal intelligence tests an:i on measures of literacy 
developnent. 11 'Ihese fin:lirqs between 1920 an:i 1960 have caused 
researchers "to speculate that bilingualism caused harxticaps an:i 
cognitive confusion am:>n:;J students" (CUrmnin.s & ~eely, 1987). 
In 1980, the Secretary of F.ducation, in an attenpt to restore 
order to the confusion, proposed that bilingual programs would have to 
be inaugurated based on :En;Jlish proficiency test scores. 'Ihe Secretary 
went on to say that in these programs, students should be taught English 
as quickly as possible an:i while learnin:;J En:;Jlish, these students should 
not be allowed to fall behirrl. 
In 1981, the "new'' Secretary of F.ducation rescir:rled the 1980 
regulations without pl:qX)Sin:;J any new regulations. 'Ihis has made the 
bilingual education rules ambiguous an:i a political issue. 
'Ihe nost recent bilir)1ual legislation, the 1984 Bilingual 
F.ducation Act (BEA) (Title II of PL 98-511), has dl.an;Jed the perception 
of limited En:;Jlish proficient students. It recognizes that "limited 
En:;Jlish proficient (IBP) students are a national li.D;Juistic resource" 
(Fradd & Vega, 1987) • Fradd an:i Vega (1987) go on to say that in spite 
of the political opposition to bilingual education, there is a stron:;J 
nationwide support for bilingual education. 
'Ihe Bilingual F.ducation Act of 1984 recognizes the proolern.s of 
limited En:;Jlish proficient students: (1) there are a large mnnber of 
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I.EPs; (2) rrost have a different cultural heritage; (3) there are high 
dropout rates an:i low achievement; (4) IEP students experience 
limitations because of their limited En;Jlish proficiency; (5) 
segregation because of their IEP; ( 6) the federal govenunent has an 
obligation to provide equal educational q:p,rtunities to the groups of 
I.EP students by providi.n:J appropriate instrnctional p:rogi:ams; an:i (7) 
for these children, learning takes plac.e through the use of their native 
l~ge an:i culture (Fradd, 1987). 
Purpose of Bili,rnµal Programs 
'!here is a diversity of ideas as to the :pu:rpose an:i positive 
results of bilin3ual programs. '!here is a persistent view that 
bilin3ual education is a rerra:lial program to assist limited En;Jlish 
proficient students. 
'lhe Bilin3ual Education Act, Title VII, Elementa:ry an:i Secorrlary 
F.ducation Act of 1965, as amerrled in 1967, P.L. 90-247, Janua:ry 2, 1968, 
recognizes that there are people whose daninant l~ge is other than 
Erglish (Paulston, 1980) • 
Since the rau vs. Nichols case was brought to court in December, 
1973, it placed bilin3ual education in a different perspective when the 
Court ruled in favor of Iau. Following this decision, the Offic.e for 
Civil Rights (OCR) fo:rnro a group of education experts to develop policy 
guidelines that would be in cx::rrpliance with Title VI of the Civil Rights 
Act an:i the Iau decision. Fran the efforts of this group was derived a 
dOCllirellt entitled "Task Force Firrlings Specifying Re.Iredies Available for 
Eliminating Past Educational Practices Ruled Unlawful l.Jnjer Iau vs. 
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Nichols." 'lhese fin:li.rgs became known as the I.au Remedies. '!he I.au 
Remedies were not federal regulations rut guidelines to be used by the 
Office of Civil Rights for evaluation p..u:poses in the education of 
language-minority children (Baker & deKanter, 1983). 'lhe I.au Remedies 
"are procedures for the sequential identification, assessrrent, arrl 
placement of non-En:Jlish language backgrourrl students." It recamrnerrls 
"that school districts provide a nore equal educational q;:porb.mity 
through use of a student's native language arrl En:Jlish as a Secorrl 
~ge in schools" (BrcMn-Hayes, 1984). Bratm-Hayes (1984) also state 
that the I.au Remedies rely heavily on language proficiency instnnrents 
to assess the language skills of non-En:Jlish language backgrourrl (NEIB) 
students. 
One of the suggested I.au Re.medies was to provide for "instruction 
of elenentary students through their strorqest language until the 
students are able to participate effectively in a classroan where 
instruction is given exclusively through En:Jlish" (Baker & deKanter, 
1983). 
To satisfy civil rights requirements, the federal government.. 
assumed that transitional bilirqual education 'WOul.d be the only answer 
to bilirqual education (Baker & deKanter, 1983). 
'lhe primary goal of bil:irqual education is to teach children 
concepts, knowledge, arrl skills through their daninant language arrl to 
reinforce these skills in their sea:,n:i language. 'lhe child's best 
language for learning, readiness to learn, self-concept, arrl potential 
for growth arrl develoµnent are also other considerations in bilirqual 
education (Baca & cervantes, 1986b). '!here are a vast rnnnber of Navajo 
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children who, alom with other children, have a backgrourx:l of low socio-
econanic status, who do not speak any En:Jlish, or have very poor En:Jlish 
am. thereby encounter school failure even before enterin;J the door of 
the school buildin;J. '!hey soon notice the la.rguage of the heme is not 
the lan;JUcige of the school am. are confused about whidl is the "right" 
la.rguage. If Navajo is not spoken in the sdlool, the child may care to 
believe that Navajo is valued less than Erl:Jlish, am. that if he speaks 
only Navajo, he is also less valued by the school (Baker & deKanter, 
1983). 
Kinds of Bilin:{Ual Program.s 
Bilin;Jual education is described as usin;J two lan;JUciges duril'r;J 
inst.ruction for CCXJIU.tive am. affective developrent, rather than in just 
the lin;Juistic am. cultural areas. In designin;J am. implerrentin;J 
bilin;Jual education programs, there are many critical factors to 
consider, but it is the school districts Ji'lilosq;ily am. goals that 
detennine the m:xiels to be used for their bilin;Jual education programs. 
'!he programs into which limited En:Jlish proficient students are 
directed hopefully provide rre.ani.rgful learnin;J opportunities am. have 
high achieverrent expectations. 
'!he curricullll11 m:xiels used in these programs in the United States 
include the maintenance nodel, the transitional m:xiel, [Erl:Jlish-as-a-
Secorrl-~ge (ESL) is a method of instruction frequently used within 
the transitional m:xiel but is not to be recognized as a Bilin;Jual 
nodel] , am. the inunersion program. '!he immersion or structured 
i.mnersion m:xiel has not been pop..llar in the United states. '!he 
maintenance m:xiel, imoorsion m:xiel, arrl the transitional m:xiel are 
described bela,,. 
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Maintenance Model. In the 1960's arrl early 1970's, laJ)3uage 
maintenance i..nstru.ction was more widely available than it is now. '!he 
maintenance m:xiel for limited Erqlish proficient stu:ients was designed 
to continue students' fluency in their non-Erglish larguage while 
learninJ Erqlish (Fradd, 1987). 
Mother ton:JUe retention of the first laJ)3uage takes on an extreme 
inportance arrl facilitates the learning of the secx:>rrl laJ)3uage 
(Paulston, 1980). "'!he student's fluency in another laJ)3uage is seen as 
an asset to be maintained arrl developed" (Baca & Cervantes, 1986b). 
I...an;Juage maintenance programs were atterrpted in bilin;Jual education 
programs of early United States for the purpose of mother ton;JU.e 
retention. 'Ibis experience by various European immigrant groups 
differed fran the Chicanos, Puerto Ricans, American Irrlians, arrl other 
ethnic groups. '!he European immigrants' mother ton;JU.e maintenance were 
not successful because motivation was more for laJ)3uage loyalty arrl not 
for other purposes. Many used their mother ton;JU.e for maintaining 
ethnic group ba.lrrlaries. A{:preciation of the original laJ)3uage was not 
notivation enough to retain the mother ton:JUe, hOINeVer (Paulston, 1980). 
'Ibis m:xiel is not as popular today since in most school districts, 
there are a rn.nnber of different laJ)3uages making irrplementation 
difficult. Also, there is a stI'On:J irrpetus tavard havin:J students 
bea:xnin:J proficient Erqlish speakers (Baca & Cervantes, 1986b). 
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Irmtersion Model. 'Ihere are two types of i.nurersion m:xiels in the 
United states, the foreign language i.nurersion an:i the structured 
i.nurersion. 
For En;Jlish speakin;J students, foreign language i.nurersion programs 
have been implemented in a few large school systems, but it is not 
widely used. 
In the structured i.nurersion programs, limited En;Jlish students are 
given i.n.stnlction in En;Jlish an:i surrourrled by En;Jlish throughout the 
day. Advcx::ates feel students master En;Jlish nore effectively in this 
manner than through transitional programs (Fradd, 1987). 
'!here are two differences in the United states an:i canadian 
inunersion programs: (1) in the United States, the student's first 
language is not rraintained an:i (2) the United States m:xiel is reiredial 
for the student.s En:Jlish language rather than developnental of the first 
language (Fradd, 1987). 
Irmtersion is m:xieled after the canadian programs. '!he tenn 
inunersion is used to describe programs where the child's secom-language 
is the medium of i.n.stnlction. Since the child is carpletely surrounded 
by their nerw language, it is tenned i.nurersion. SUa:::essful outcorre.s for 
this type of program in canada is due to factors based on political 
histories, national goals, an:i social an:i econanic resources. canada is 
officially a bilin:Jual nation with two official languages. 'Ihe goal is 
proficiency in two languages, French an:i En;Jlish. In the United States, 
the goal is proficiency in the En;Jlish language (Fradd, 1987). 
Total i.nunersion is a m::>re intense awroach where the total 
curriculum is taught in the secxxx:l lanJUage for an exterrled period of 
tine. 
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Transitional Model. '!be primary goal of this program is the 
transition of limited English proficient students (I.EP) to an all 
English curriculum. As stu::lents derconstrate proficiency in their secorrl 
lan;JU.age, the use of their first lan;JU.age is Iil,ased a.it (Huebner, 1983). 
Transitional bilin;Jual programs, which include an English as a Secorrl 
language canponent, is strictly a remedial program. '!be ESL rrethod is 
not a bi lin;Jual rrethod but i s used in sare bilin;Jual programs. '!be 
teacher works with small groups of children arrl English l~ge 
patterns arrl structure are emr.oasized arrl stu::lents repeat these patterns 
arrl structure. 
In transitional programs, "the non-English heme lan;JUage is used 
until the student's secon::i l~ge (English) is good enough for them to 
participate sucx:essfully in a regular classroan" (Baker & deKanter, 
1983) • As students becare m::>re proficient in the use of English, the 
non-English lan;JUage is piased out. "Congress has provided 
discretionary federal fun::ii.n:;J for transitional programs since 1966" 
(Fradd, 1987) . '!be transitional m::xiel encourages the use of the 
student's non-English l~ge t.cYward eventual English fluency. 'Ib have 
student's function sucx:essfully arrl canpletely in English is the goal of 
this m::xiel (Fradd, 1987). 
Regardless of which m::xiel is used, "In the final analysis, 
bilin;Jual education is the same as regular education. It is the 
necessary step which must be taken to in.sure equal educational 
or:p:,rbmities for all children" (Bergen, 1979). 
Problems Within Bilimual Program.s 
In researd1irq bilirxJual education arxi atte.rcptin:J to separate 
programs, minority groups, ideas, arxi rationales, one firrls there are 
many pros arxi cons concerning bilirxJual education programs, arxi these 
programs arxi issues becare confusin:J. In catherine A. Baker's (1983) 
article "iQue Pasa?", she brin:Js out several proolem areas, such as 
noney needed to inplement bilingual programs, curricular content that 
has not been prescribed, theory arxi rhetoric do not coinc i de with 
practical applications, nany states still require instruction only in 
En;Jlish, arxi that there are still nany legal conflicts, including 
differences in Federal arxi State statutes. 
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Bilingual education has been in existence twenty years but 
questions still bein:J asked today are, "DJes bilirxJual education really 
foster academic achievement? Ha,,, can bilingual education help an 
· alingual' student who is proficient in neither lan;JUage? What sort of 
bilin::Jual program works best with what sort of student? What if a child 
is entitled to a bil~ education arxi also to other special programs 
at the sarre time" (Baker, 1983)? 
If educators are still~ these questions, teachin:1 
methodologies in colleges arxi universities should perhaps be re-
examined. "Teachin:1 methods are culturally biased, ••• with the 
expressed intent of developing a specific behavior that is~ to 
be valued by the host culture" (Payne, 1983). '!he inp:>rtarx:ie of 
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umerst:arrlinJ culture arrl inpleireI1ting this knowledge in the education 
of students should be enqilasized. Whatever a culture stresses should be 
included in the education program so the same teachinJ rrethods are not 
used. for all cultural groups (Payne, 1983). In 1973, the Cctrprehensive 
Bili.rgual Education Alrerrlment Act provided federal assi.starre for the 
training of bili.rgual teachers arrl teacher trainees as well as for 
ext:errlinJ existing bil:ingual curricular materials (Baker, 1983; Garcia, 
1981). 
Many non-Navajo educators begin their teachinJ experience on the 
Navajo Reservation without the adequate skills arrl training for working 
with Navajo students. '!he Navajo child lives in two worlds, one i s the 
schCXJl envirornrent arrl the other is the he.me environment. As Holm 
(1973) states , ''We see the situation of the Navajo child atterrpting to 
learn ~lish at schCXJl as being quite different from the situation in 
v.ru.ch that same child learned Navajo. '!he same language-learning 
prooesses may be involved but the situation itself is quite different." 
Same teachers are aware of their limited training arrl begin to approach 
their teachinJ cautiously. other teachers enter the classroom without 
regard as to who the students are, their backgrourrl, culture, language, 
hane environment, arrl canmunity. 'lhese educators begin teachinJ these 
Navajo children as if they were ~lish speak.inJ children with no 
language differences. "Too many educators do not know the students, 
their cx::mmunity, or their ethnic-cultural backgrourxi. '!his is not gocxl. 
We must make the child better than he is; we must make him proud of what 
he is" (M:>n:lragon, 1972). Without the awareness of the daninant Navajo 
speaker in the classroan, the child may feel there is little relevance 
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for his existence in the classroan. F.arly in the school year, the child 
begins to feel "that school is an An;Jlo concept arrl that it is secorrlary 
to the family" (Tenpest, 1985). '!he student shcAll.d be acknowledged for 
the skills he brin:Js with him to the school situation, so he can be 
'viewed as the person of worth that he is" (Tenpest, 1985). "'Ihe 
largest percentage arrl the largest mnnber of non-Erglish speakinJ 
In:tians are founi on the Navajo Reservation. 'Ihe number of Navajo 
speakers actually continues to increase" (Holm, 1973). Whether school 
staff is Navajo or not, Navajo is the lan:JUage used on the buses, in the 
donnitories, cafeteria, before arrl after classes, arrl on the playgrourrl 
(Holm, 1973) • When the Navajo language is not valued, this creates a 
self-concept problem for the student. 
Research in::licates that a stro~ respect for the child's language 
arrl culture should be demarrled. 'Ihe use of his rrother tol'XJlle will help 
him learn his secorrl lan;Juage much easier, arrl will also build concept 
developnent: (1) children should be taught by cacpetent teachers; (2) 
parents should assure personal responsibility for the education of their 
children; (3) canmunity must dernarrl excellence in education arrl be 
willi_m to support the program, because parents have the potential pc:Mer 
to dernan:1 this; arrl (4) students need to be cozwinced it is they who are 
ultilnately responsible for their education (Rickover, 1983). 
Holm (1973) continues to say for sucx::ess in school arrl personal 
life, a child needs to canununicate, to express needs, desires, problern.s, 
knowledge, or infonnation. Hane behavior problems, school discipline 
problems, academic failure, poor atterrlance, low self-esteem, lack of 
notivation, arrl withdrawal are many of the synpt:an.s resulting from 
problems with canmunication. 
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Children in public schools need to camunicate effectively because 
the culture arrl heritage of the school is different fran theirs. Often 
educators are not aware of the cultural difference in the students. 'Ihe 
student begins to feel he is sacrificing his values arrl culture. 'Ihe 
school should consider the culture arrl hane environrrent of the student 
so students can begin to develop values, positive self-esteem, arrl 
desired behaviors. lack of notivation, discipline problems arrl academic 
failure are all results of a poor or low self-esteem (Gelarde & Miller , 
1984) . 
Many culturally related dlaracteristics such as shyness, lack of 
aggressiveness, arrl non-verbal canmunication are misinterpreted by 
non-Irrlian educators to be behavior problems or harrlicaps. 
Another problem is the separation of school arrl harre. Schools 
need to be a part of arrl to value the child's envirornnent arrl to 
recognize that a different life style exists outside of the classroom, 
that a Navajo chi.ld :brin;Js into a school a clif.ferent loNJUage, a 
different culture, different attitudes, a.It-looks, arrl values. Parents 
of these students should be included in the school. Parents are an 
asset because they bring a view of the whole child, arrl have concerns 
for what kirrl of an adult they would like their child to becarce. 
Schools need to identify with arrl becare part of the canmunity in which 
they are located. Schools should not alienate them.selves. Schools need 
to be accountable to the students, parents, arrl caamunity they save. 
All parents care about their children but often tines they do not know 
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how to help their children receive a quality education. Involvement in 
the school will help them to ccmnunicate with the school personnel am 
help teachers urrlerstarn their child. 'Ibey, in turn, will urrlerstan:l 
the educational settin:;J. 
Often times, ''when the Navajo parents sen:i their drildren to 
school, they feel that they have done their part., the sdlool is to 
educate the child • • • an institution that has full control am 
responsibility for the child. If the child does not learn, it is the 
school's problem. • • • Whether he achieves while in school is not an 
issue" ('l'elTlpest, 1985). Navajo parents, as well as educators, need to 
became knowledgeable about bilin3ual education am develop an acute 
awareness of where their children fit in the total bilin:;Jual program. 
"lack of proficiency in the En]lish larXJuage am cultural 
discontinuity are causes for low achievement of e.>q:>eriences between the 
hc:aoo am school" (Chattergy, 1983). '!he appropriateness or 
inappropriateness of actions or tasks results in either the favorable or 
unfavorable judgrcent of the stu:ient. What is acceptable behavior in one 
settin:;J may be unacceptable in another. 'Ihese behaviors will either be 
encouraged am. praised or the "child will suffer unpleasant 
consequences" if the behavior is unacceptable. 'Ihese frequent 
discouragements will discourage participation of the stu:ient. '!he 
stu:ient is then penalized for not part.icipatin:;J since classroom success 
is based on effective participation (Olattergy, 1983). 
'Ihe lack of awareness on the part of educational administrators 
for their influence on these stu:ients is also a problem. F.ducational 
administrators in school districts can make critical differences in 
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either mi.nilnizi.n;J or el.ilninati.n;J negative outcanes. '!hey can have 
significant positive lon;1-tenn outccrres on the child's schooli.n;J. 
Traditional Irethods of teachin;J are not providin;J these limited ErxJlish 
proficient students with sucx::essful educational outcanes. Without 
administrative leaders in our educational system who are sirx::ere about 
.in'plenv:mti.n;J effective bil~ programs, there cannot be effective 
:ea.rnin;J programs. ''Unfortunately, except for traini.n;J on the job, few 
administrators have received professional info:anation about hOW' best to 
neet the educational needs of limited ErxJlish proficient students" 
'Fradd, 1987) . 
Another problem is the fear that Anerican traditions an::i values 
are threatened. by bilingualism. '!he use of two languages in school has 
always been an em:::>tional controversy, even before the inception of 
federally furrled bilingual programs. People hold their language, which 
:.s :part of their cultural heritage an::i their national identity, in high 
esteem an::i of nn.lch value. In the United States, it has always been 
urrlerstood that ErxJlish is the mother ton;JUe of the country. Usi.n;J a 
:cln;JUclge other than ErxJlish creates a concern for Anericans because they 
feel Anerican traditions an::i values are threatened. '!his fear has 
contributed to sane of the problems bilin;Jual education faces. '!hey 
c.lso feel if first language usage is continued or encouraged in school, 
the language arrl history of the United States will be suppressed. '!he 
fear arrl urrlue panic of politicians arrl the news media have added to the 
problems of bilingual education programs. '!he issues that initiated 
bil~ education have to be continued to be addressa:i, confronted, 
~dentified arrl solved in rational tenn.s. Vague an::i misleadin;J tenn.s 
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need to be identified an::l clarified. Issues, concerris an::l needs, an::l 
definition of terms need to be clearly defined so that there will be no 
misurrlerstarrlin;J an::l there will be a c:x::rmIOn urrlerstan::lin by the people 
of the United states when bili.n:3ual education is discussed. "'!he issues 
that initiated bili.n:3ual education can no lorger be ign=>red or a::,vered 
aver with enotional :rhetoric" (Fradd, 1987). 
In the research of stei.nbe.r:g, Bline, an::l Olan (1984), school 
e><perience is discussed as a contri.1::R.Itirg factor in student drop-out. 
Although this study disa.isses drop-outs, it presents an insight into the 
treatnent of daninant Navajo speaking students. "lack of responsiveness 
on the part of the educational system ••• little in:lividualization of 
instruction •.• inflexible curricula that do not account for different 
level of student readiness, little variation in approaches to teaching 
Erglish, an::l personnel who view cultural or larguage difference as 
deficiencies" all relate to bili.n:3ual education. 
Another problem with bili.n:3ual education is that it is still 
viewed as a remedial program. In m:ist programs, Erglish is the only 
larguage used arrl the basic larguage skills in EnJlish are not 
developed. '!he misurrlerstood p..rrpose behim bili.n:3ual education is "a 
rena:lial vehicle for assistirg limited Erglish proficient students to 
adjust to life in the United States" (Fradd, 1987) • 
Fradd goes on to say that when English is the only larguage used 
for ccmmmication in instructional bili.n:3ual education programs, there 
are misconceptions about the expectations of a bili.n:3ual education 
program. Bili.n:3ual does not mean usirg one larguage. '!he tenn 
bilinJua}. usually refers to students fluent in two larquages, one of the 
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larguages being Erglish, yet "bilingual" programs are frequently just 
Erglish renailation programs. Only when students are proficient in the 
use of two larguages are they crue bilinguals. If students are learning 
Erglish, bilingual is an inaccurate tenn to awly to them. Limited 
Erglish proficient may nore a,wropriately describe these students. 
Bilingual arrl l.ilnited Erglish proficient (lEP) stments are 
lin:Juistically arrl culturally different. For IEP students, a larguage 
other than Erglish is prd::>ably used in the hane envirornnent, whereas a 
bilingual student has had e.>q:>OSUre to both his first larguage arrl 
Erglish. '!his ccmparison is made with the middle-class, mainstream, 
Erglish speakirxJ American population where there are fEM crue 
bilinguals. Most are daninant Erglish speakers. 
In the United States, the tenn bilingual is used with students 
that are still learning ~lish. For these students, the tenn bilingual 
is inaccurate. '!heir academic expectations are the same as those who 
are proficient Erglish speakers. '!he tenn "limited Erglish proficient 
(IEP)" (Fradd, 1987) perllaps nore accurately describes their status. 
"Only when students are fully proficient in two larguages" can they be 
accurately called bilingual. 'Ihese in:lividuals can be terned "balanced 
bilinguals" (Fradd, 1987). However, just because a bilingual is terned 
a "balanced bilingual" (Fradd, 1987), their proficiency in the two 
larguages can still be below that of nonolingual speakers. "'Ihe tenn 
c:x:xrparably limited bilingual can be awlied to these students" (Fradd, 
1987). '!he terms "non-~lish larguage backgrounj. (NEI.B)" arrl "l~ge 
mi.rXJrity students" (Fradd, 1987) may be used with students who are 
lin:Juistically arrl culturally different fran the host culture. 
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students can also be m::>re daninant in one language, al though they 
are bil~, arrl they are tenood in the language in which they are 
strongest (Fradd, 1987) . 
'!he m.nnber of linu.ted En3'lish proficient students (IBP} may be as 
many as 6.5 million, but because of differences in tenn.s arrl procedures, 
aa::urate data has not been established (Fradd, 1987). 
'!here is a need for better un1erstarxti.ng of the procedures arrl 
better practices inplemented by whidl evaluations arrl assessments can be 
used to inprove instructional services for IBP students. Stamardized 
testing programs or a project evaluation to iooet furrling requirements do 
not resporrl to the needs of classroom teachers which will provide 
quality instructional services. Useful practices can include curricullnn 
aligrnrent based on student assessrrent; m::>nitoring student progress based 
on stan:lardized tests, classrocrn performance, arrl informal assessment 
procedures, arrl program documentation (O'Malley, 1988). 
Several proolems are associated with assessing a student's 
language proficiency, which may produce inaa::urate counts. {l} Parents 
an:i guardians iray be limited En3'lish proficient thenselvcs, sc they :may 
give an inaccurate evaluation of their child's En3'lish language 
proficiency. Also, (2) because of the negative attitudes arrl 
miSCX>nceptions of bilingual education, parents will deny that their 
children are linu.ted En3'lish proficient (Fradd, 1987). In Newcomb 
Elementary, with which this author is associated, language SUrvey fonns 
are sent hare with students for parents to carplete. Teacher 
d:lservation arrl the child's response to the teadler's inst.nictions in 
En3'lish or Navajo, arrl the child's expressive language often discloses 
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discrepancies on the :parent's response on the I..an:Juage SUrvey fonn.s. 
Oftentimes, parents state that they want their child taught in ~lish 
only. (3) Limitations of financial and personnel resources nay pressure 
school districts to rely on teacher referral rather than us~ 
assessment methods to detennine which stuients are in need of seIVices. 
( 4) '!hey nay also seIVe students who have already been identified rather 
than identify~ other students who are also in need of these seIVices. 
(5) Limited ~lish laf¥3uage proficiency nay be seen as measur~ 
intellectual ability. (6) 'Ihe academic laf¥3\lage nay be lacki.n:3' even if 
student's expressive laf¥3uage is used. (7) Often times, a student's 
lack of academic sucx:::ess nay be attributed to bilingualism and no other 
reason for failure is explored (Fradd, 1987). 
A final and iirportant problem in bilingual education is the lack 
of value of bilingualism in the United States. 
Evaluation of Non-Navajo Programs 
'Ihe 1970's appear to be the decade of bilingual program 
evaluations. CUrrent literature on bilingual program evaluations are 
dated no later than 1978. More recent literature is not available. As 
G. Richard Tucker and GaI:y A. criho (1978) in their conference paper 
state, "D.rr~ the past decade, it has becx::ioo fashionable to include an 
evaluation cx::,np:>nent with each new bilingual education program. '!he 
proliferation of enpirical evaluation studies seems, however, not yet to 
have shed much light on very basic issues, such as the relationship 
between laf¥3uage of instruction and cognitive grc:,.,;th, academic 
achievement or the develoµnent of rea~, writ~ and speakin;J skills." 
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Baca an:i Cervantes (1986) discuss areas that need to be 
irrple.rnente.d in the evaluation of bilin;Jual programs. 'Ihese suggestions 
are: Ccnpare definitions. Ik>es the definition cxxrpare with the 
awrq,riateness of "your" program? Whim definition is the rrost 
awrq,riate an:i what is the definition really saying? 
What is the goal of the program? What are the ~s 
of this goal? Are the goals realistic an:i awrq,riate? 
What is the design of the program? What are the crucial factors 
influencing this design? 
CcKrpare types of bilin;Jual programs. Oloose the nost appropriate 
program that is appropriate for your goals. 
What are the rrethcxiologies? How do they differ between programs? 
What evidence supports success an:i effectiveness of the program? 
"Although there is a great need for additional research, enough studies 
have been corrlucte.d that show the positive effects of bilinJual 
instruction." 
"In the case of bilingual education, our analysis of the realities 
of lamuage contact may reveal that no fonnula can achieve exactly what 
is desired" (Mackey, 1977). 
William Mackey (1977) seems to agree with 'l\lcker an:i Criho in that 
he states, "A general evaluation of bilingual education is as 
meaningless as the question of whether bilingualism is gocxi or bad. 
We can only evaluate specific types of bilingual schooling one at a time 
for a particular group in an atterrpt to answer •.• specific questions • 
• . . " Do we want to evaluate "the effects of a certain fonnula of 
bilingual Education" or "how this fonnula CCl'lqJare5 with a certain type 
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of unilin3ual schoolin:J" or "is it the bilin3uality of the program or 
its effects" (Mackey, 1977)? An evaluation of a bilin3ual program 
deperrls on 'What feature of the education program we want to examine or 
'What specific questions we want answered. "As att:enpts to evaluate 
bilin3ual education have multiplied, people have ••• cli.scovered m::>re 
arrl m::,re outside factors likely to affect the results" (Mackey, 1977). 
'Ihe program seems to have becx:xte m::>re inportant than the people 
the program is~ to serve. "Furthenrore, it has becx:xte 
increasin:Jly oovious that political am social pressures are usually 
m::>re inportant factors in producin:J dlarqes in educational policy than 
the results of enpirical research" ('I\lcker & Criho, 1978). 
"Despite limited research due to lack of fun:ii.rB arx:l inadequate 
program evaluations, enough evidence has acx:::umulated to irrlicate that 
quality bilin3ual programs can iooet the goal of providing equal 
educational opportunity for students fran non-ErxJlish speak.i.nJ 
backgralrrls" (Troike, 1978). 
"Criticisms of the effectiveness of bilingual programs should 
consider the lack of basic arrl operational r9SearCh nseded to i.nprove 
program quality. 'Ihe present study provides evidence fran twelve 
programs attestin:J to the effectiveness of bilingual education" (Troike, 
1978). 
Accord.irg to cardenas arx:l cardenas (1977) "· •. Black, Mexican-
Anerican, arx:l econanically disadvantaged children have not enjoyed the 
same success in school as that of the typical middle-class Anerican 
because of a lack of carpatibility between the characteristics of 
minority children arx:l the characteristics of a typical instruction 
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program." Acco:rdin;J to cardenas am cardenas (1977) "over forty 
inc:::atpa.tibilities have been identified am grouped into five broad 
areas: poverty, culture, lanJUage, nmility, am societal perceptions." 
Educational plans for these minority children nust ex>nsider these 
inc:::atpa.tibilities to elinri.nate racism am briIXJ aboot dlarqe. "A 
develcprental matrix, produced by the interrelationship of 
inc:::atpa.tibilities am elements, seIVes as the basis of an instructional 
program which will inprove the performance of minority children, protect 
the rights of minority children am provide equality of educational 
q:p:)rtuni ty" ( cardenas & cardenas, 1977) • 
'!he Spanish Immersion Program (SIP) in Cllver City, california 
"offers an innovative am highly sucx:=essful approach to the developrrent 
of proficiency in a foreign lanJUage in the elerentary grades. 'Ihe 
approach differs from m:ist bil.in;µtl programs in that for the first two 
years the students are cx::mpletely inunersed in Spanish" (Kalmar, 1975). 
Fran sec:orrl grade on "an hour a day of En;Jlish instruction is added to 
the program. Additional instruction in En;Jlish is added each year 
until, by six'-Ji grade, i.nstructio:i ti.100 in the two lan;uages will be 
approximately equal." '!his "program is aine:l primarily at the native 
En;Jlish-spe.akirq child although a feM Spanish-spe.akirq children are 
involved" (Kalmar, 1975). '!his is an "inexpensive" program because 
bil.in;µtl school staff are used. "Test sex>res irrlicate that students 
also do as well as or better than the students in the re:Jlllar En;Jlish-
speakinJ classrocms in their mastery of basic skills" (Kalmar, 1975). 
'!his program, in relation to the immersion program in the journal 
article of Holden (1975), disa..isses that the "program had marked 
success: academic achieve.rrent, nother torgue cx:rnpetency, arxi other 
areas of intellectual develcpnent were not hanpered. By grade 7, 
dlildren who had begun in the program not only perfornai better than 
peers who had been thrcugh Erglish-only programs in vocarulary 
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tests, readin;J, spellin;J, arxi larguage skills, rut also perfornai at or 
above the level of their ••• peers. Attitu:les towards French-
canadians also inp:roved, as well as general thinkin;J skills, as a result 
of a bilin;Jual program". 
Research of imnersion centers in canada, 'Which offer only 
immersion programs, in:licate "although there are no definitive 
conclusions, it is suggested that such centers may offer a better 
e:iucational program than other types of immersion" (Ma;illivrey, 1978). 
In the study by Plante (1976) this "pairin;J rocrlel" 'Which "consists 
of one native Spanish-speaking teacher who teaches basic skills in 
Spanish arxi an Erglish-speaking teacher who teaches speakin;J, readin;J 
arxi writin;J in Erglish" concluded "that the pairin;J rocrlel does increase 
the Spanish readin;J achieve.rrent of Spanish-daninant ele.rrentary school 
chi .ldrP.n at a statist .iC"'ally sjgnificant level. '!he nooel increased 
Erglish readin;J achieve.rrent at all grades; the increase was 
statistically significant at the secorxi grade level. Arithnetic arxi 
language art skills were all i.np:roved in a:rrparison with those of 
children in typical classroans. Evidence irxiicates that the pairin;J 
nod.el did enhance the develcpnent of a positive self-concept in the. 
children, who exhibited less negative behavior." Zirkel (1975) also 
agrees that a nod.el p:rovidin;J a major part of the instructional day in 
Spanish in addition to Erglish had generally positive results. 
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In an annual evaluation report of the Milwaukee 
Eilin:;Jua.1/Bicultural Education Program, the results of the 1975-76 
assessment of µJpil prcgress includes dJsexvations by parents, teachers, 
c.drninistrators, arrl an educational resource team. '!his evaluation 
in::ticated progress when stamardized test results were used to carpare 
"Bilin;Jual Program perfonnance when carpared with national oo:nn.s arrl 
Title I or Spanish-sumanm carparison groups." Fositive attitudes arrl 
:i;ositive self-concept were also deJ:COnstrated (Milwaukee PUblic Schools, 
1976) • 
In the lonJitudinal evaluation by Hord (1976) "Sare of the 
ronclusions reached were: (1) subjects who received instruction in the 
bil.inJua]. curriculum reached achievement levels in vocabulary, 
ccnprehension, total readil"XJ, language usage arrl structure, arrl spelling 
that were equal to or better than the achievement levels reached by 
their older siblings who received instnlction in the traditional school 
rurriculurn, arrl (2) bilin;Jual instruction was significantly better in 
producil"XJ educational gain in the subject areas of cx:,nprehension, total 
readil"XJ, language usage arrl structure, aro. spellilg." 
"In order to probe whether enrollm:mt in a bilin:;Jual program 
retards the learning of ~lish as a secon::l language" a canparison was 
made between "students in grades K-3 who receive Erglish as a Secom 
language (ESL) instruction in the context of a bilin:;Jual program" arrl 
"similar students who receive ESL instruction within the traditional 
school program". Analysis in this experinent "in::licates that students 
learning ~lish in a bilin;Jual program learn just as lllld1 Erglish as 
students learnirq it through ESL classes within a traditional 
curriculum" (Balasubranonian, Seelye, & DeWeffer, 1973). 
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In the evaluation of the Spanish bili.n;1ual p~ in Wilson 
School District, Fhoenix, Arizona, Valencia (1970) said, "evaluations 
were made of this in:tividual p~ (with a vacyirg mnnber of neetirgs 
per week) arrl of the comparative sucx::ess of the various programs." 'Ihe 
various programs inclu:ied "an En]lish Oral I..an;JUage Program (EDI.P) for 
drildren usirg no:nstarrlard En]lish, a Spanish Oral I..anJuage Program for 
non-Spanish-speakin;J drildren arrl for Spanish-surnarred with Spanish oral 
lan:;JUage deficiencies, arrl a Spanish I..anguage Arts Program for pupils 
with a basic stnicture arrl phonology in Spanish." 'Ihis SI.IpIX)rt is for 
EDI.P for children with limited proficiency in E:n;Jlis..l'i. ''While the 
Spanish lan;JUage programs are • • • i.nportant • . • they do not appear 
as well-developed as the En;Jlish-as-a-secorrl-lan;JUage canponent . With 
refinement of the Spanish lan:JUage canponent, it is expected that the 
Wilson p~ will enhance the bilin:Jui_stic arrl overall academic 
develoµnent of the beginnirg pupil with limited En]lish arrljor Spanish" 
{Valencia, 1970). 
M'.:>st of the extensive evaluations on bili.n;1ual education programs 
have been on Spanish bili.n;1ual programs. Evaluations on Navajo 
bili.n;1ual education programs-are few arrl are not evaluated in isolation. 
Rather, they are evaluated arronq several American Irrlian groups 
together. 
In one of the three stu:iies regarding evaluations of Native 
American bili.n;1ual programs, the study was in "response to a need for 
IlX)l:'e information regarding bili.n;1ual-bicultural education for other than 
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Spanish laD3t1age groups. 1he study's oojectives were to: (1) identify 
the major issues involved in bilinJua}.-bicultural education for Native 
American, In::io-European, Asian an:i Pacific laD3t1age groups; (2) dOCUire11t 
the goals, approaches, resources or costs that have been affected by 
these issues; (3) assess the inpact bilin:Jual-bicultural education has 
had in their ccmnunities; an:i (4) reccmoorrl possible federal PrcxJrcllll 
charges" (Battiste, 1975). One of the laD3t1age groups in:looed Navajo. 
"Airor¥1 the major cx::>nclusions an:i recarmarrlations: (1) Sane evidence 
exists that Title VII is havirq 101'¥3'-rarge benefits to the bilin:Jual 
groups beirq serviced . (2) 1here is a general lack of materials , 
teachirq skills, expertise in plannirq materials development, an:i 
evaluation at the local project level" (Battiste, 1975) . "Continuous 
technical assistance an:i trainirq throughout the life of the projects" 
(Battiste, 1975) was another suggested inprovement. 
1he BilinJua}. Education Act states that the alirqual PrcxJrcllll is 
for "children of limited Erqlish-speaki.n;J ability" (Arrlersson & Boyer, 
1978), meanin;J children whose daninant laD3t1age is other than Erqlish, 
an:i therefore, they cannot successfully carpete with daninant Erqlish 
speakers. 1he daninant Navajo speakirq children are not successful in 
the classroan when they reach sixth grade. As Smith (1980) states, "One 
of the major proolems is that bilirqual educators clearly un:ierestimate 
the c:x:mplexities of laD3t1age learning." Without c:x:mprehen::ling the 
laD3t1age of the teacher, the child cannot make himself un:ierstcx:x:l, 
cannot express or explain his feelirqs, share in any discussion, 
stories, or rhymes (Meleniez, 1981). What have bilinJua}. education 
programs done to help these students? "1here is little conclusive 
evidence that they have bettered the education of minority-group 
children" (Smith, 1980). Navajo schools are not givirg the dcminant 
Navajo speaker a chance to learn his secorrl lan;JUage proficiently. 
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"'!he lan;JUage difference is the bi(}'.JeS't problem for In:tians in 
?,lblic schools. lack of lin:]uistic proficiency causes failure in every 
subject area. Too many kids are repeatirg grades" ~, 1972). 
'Ihis statement was made in 1972 am ro.,,, seventeen years later, for 
those familiar with Navajo eduction Pro:Jralll.S on the resenration, this 
statement still oclloes. 
Another conflict that affects dcminant Navajo speaki.m students 
exists in the school am classroom envirornnents. 1he Navajo child 
begins his first school experience canirg fran a hare where hi s wor ld is 
rreanirqful arrl familiar into a school settirg where his world is 
Wlfamiliar arrl ~less . He is asked to starrl in line, sit do;vn, 
stay in the roam, follow a ti.rre schedule, work in a small designated 
area alorg with other restrictions that are placed on him. SUrely this 
child experiences a :psycholCXJical shock; he bec:ares confused, 
distressed, feels helpless, arrl begir..s to immediately \trithdraw. 1here 
does not seem to be a connectirg bridge between these two conflictirg 
stages of life. 
statistics in:ticate that the drop-out rates for American In:tian 
students is higher than for whites, rut may be similar to or higher than 
those for other minority groups. Only 55% of In:tian students graduate 
fran high school, carpared to 83% of white students (Kidwell, 1986). 
'!he drop-out rate may be due to noti vation. Adult family members 
cannot notivate their children because of their c,;vn low levels of 
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education. 'Ihus, they are not aware of or carmot tell their children 
what further education will deman:i. 'Ihe incare level of families is a 
c:x>ntributinJ factor to the poor notivation level. 'Ihe 1980 census shows 
that the median incare of In:lian families was $13,724; the average for 
white families was $20,835 (Kidwell, 1986). 
Parental involvenent is crucial to the suCXJeSS of secxm:l larguage 
learners but Navajo parents are not assumin:J their role. Awareness of 
specific instructions for parents as suggested by Kidwell (1986) would 
be to develop a positive attitude in parents toward their child's 
education. 'Ihese include the follCMinJ: Be interested. in what the 
child is doinJ at harre arrl school . Talk to them arrl ask questions. 
Take time to listen to them. ShCM you are proud of them. Encourage 
them to do a good job . Respect elders. Teach the in"portance of 
sharin;J. Sperrl time doin;J special thin;Js with them. I.et them go with 
you to tribal functions, iooetin;Js, cerenonies. Talk to children about 
places they go arrl new or old sights they see. look over papers they 
brinJ harre arrl praise them for their work. Encouragenent arrl approval 
will make them want to do their best ir1 school (Kidwell, 1986). 
Evaluation of Bilin:rual Programs on the Navajo Reservation 
In 1977, the Navajo Tribal Division of F.ducation planned arrl 
developed a Bilin;Jual/Bicultural F.ducation Program for the Navajo 
Nation. '!heir rationale, educational JXlilosqily, program goals arrl 
i.nplenentation of the Navajo Tribe's bilin;Jualjbicultural "program" is 
grourrled in the belief that larguage is the key to the preservation of a 
a.ilture an:i that fi.m cx::rnman:l of one's a.ilture is a prerequisite to 
sucx::essful ocrrprehension of another lcIDJlla9e'' (Navajo Tribe, 1977). 
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Within the Navajo Reservation, BIA l:x:m:'dinJ sdlools are prevalent 
an:i bilirgualjbia.iltural p~ are a major part of these schools. 
'Ihe Bureau of In:lian Affairs role in American In:lian education "is that 
of an advocate, he.lpin;J Ini.ian peqlle get what they want an:i need in 
regard to education. '!he invol vercent of In:lians in the educational 
program servin;J the.mis described as vital to the basic education 
objective of the BIA" (Hawkins, 1972). 'lhe BIA feels that "a central 
part of this d::>jective is to cany out an effective program for students 
in Federal schools designed to prepare the student for successful 
livin:J" (Hawkins, 1972) • 
To better un:ierstarxi the evaluations of bilirgual education 
programs on the Navajo reservation, the use of a well written 
questionnaire, usin;J specific techniques am strategies should be 
incx>rporated. "'lhe general quality of bilirgual research an:i evaluation 
is very poor. More an:i better research an:i inproved program evaluations 
in billrqual f:rlucation are necessary if the needs of lan;JUage minority 
children are to be adequately met" (Baker & deKanter, 1983). 
status of Bilingual Programs on the Navajo Reservation 
'Ihe term "bilirgual" seems to be self-explanatory but when 
resea.rchin;J it, one fin:ls there are many different ideas about this 
term. For exarrple, skin color, sun1allleS, dialects, history, an:i 
geograµtlcal locations have been used wron;1ly to identify irrlividuals as 
bilinguals. 'Ihe tenn "bilin3ual. 11 is not easily defined, even on the 
Navajo ReseJ:vation. 
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On the Navajo Reservation, drildren in schools seem to fit into 
one of the followin;J categories: 1) the drild wnose daninant larguage 
is En;Jlish, 2) the child 'Whose dani.nant l~ is Navajo, 3) the child 
'Who uses both lan;Jl.lages fluently, arrl 4) the child who is not fluent in 
either laD'Jllage. 
In the preparation of this thesis, four schools were contacted for 
infonnation about their bilin3ual programs. one resporrled positively, 
the secx::>rrl resporrled favorably, but a little reluctantly, the third 
referred the researcher to the Olapter TV coordinator , who in turn 
referred the researcher to three other cutlyin;J schools. 'Ihese three 
referrals were not contacted because the author was interested in 
schools urrler state school districts. 'Ihe fourth school said to call 
the next day. When called, they said the call would be returned. No 
call was returned. 
Cbntactin;J the persons responsible for the bilingual programs 
presented sane problems. Sare peq;>le felt they had inadequate knowledge 
about the bilingual programs in their districts; there were 
i.J1awropriate responses to inquiry, inappropriate referrals were made, 
am sane irrlividuals were very hesitant in dj SOJSSin;J their programs. 
Two schools were followin;J the ''Rock Point" n'Odel. 'Ihe Rock Point 
m:xie1 suggests an imrrersion type program with the larguage of imrrersion 
bein;J Navajo. 
Ft. Defiance Elementacy School. 
'!he biliDJual program at Ft. Defiance Elementacy Sdlool in 
Arizona, with Dr. Wayne Holm as the lanJUage specialist, is a Navajo 
inmersion program. 
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'!his program is a Navajo inmersion program because this type of 
program fits the needs of the local sdlool area. Navajo stu:ients use 
their lan:Juage while succee.din:;J in sdlool. '!he success of the student 
in the classroan is the success of the program. 
'!he perception of present bilirgual programs across the country is 
that they are in the same category as special education programs. Dr. 
Holm hopes the success of the students in this immersion program will 
change that perception - that bil~ education programs are not just 
ciunpirXJ groun::Js for the less intelligent students (Blackhorse, 1989). 
'!he Ft. Defiance Navajo immersion program began in 1985 with 50 
kirrlergarten students. Each year since 1985, new students have entered 
this bilirgual program in kirrlergarten. New grades are added to 
ac:x:xmoodate the students who were in the inmersion program in their 
Jd.rrlezgarten ye.ar. To date, there are three classI\XillS each of 
kirrlergarten, first, arrl seco:rrl grades, with 130 students. Next school 
year, third grade will be added to the program. To ireasure real success 
of a program, acco~ to Holm, a program has to operate for four or 
five years. 
Ten percent of the kirrlergarten students that enter school in Ft. 
Defiance speak Navajo well. One-third speak rx> Navajo. '!he other 
stu:ients speak or urrlerstarrl Navajo to sane degree. Parents decide if 
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tley want their student to participate in the Navajo imnersion program 
(3lackhorse, 1989) • 
'!here are two levels of any lanJUage, conversational arrl academic. 
M:>st Navajo students lack the academic lanJUage which will help them 
trink abstractly, gain general knowledge, make logical camections, arrl 
nason (critical thinking). Conversational lanJUage just helps a 
s:llient "get by" • "'Ihe ' real µn:pose' behin:l this i.mnersion program is 
b help the Navajo students do better in school arrl experience 
s1ccessful le.arnID3'. It is not the quantity but the quality that will 
neasure the success of the program" (Blackhorse, 1989). 
In the interview, Dr. Holm frequently touche1 on another problem 
wrich may seem obvious but is not seen or taken into consideration. 
'I1ere is a difference between the conversational arrl academic skills of 
tie bilirgual student. CUmmins refers to his earlier research in 1974 
a'rl to Skutnabb-Kan;Jas arrl To:nkcmaa, 1976, which revealed there is a 
11listinction between conversational arrl academic lan:JUage skills." 
thawareness of this distinction "can lead to prejudicial decisions 
~ testin;J of minority students arrl exit fran bilirgual programs 
hto all Erglish programs." 'Ihe minority student requires two years of 
ecposure to Erglish to reach "native-like" levels of conversational 
sdlls arrl requires five or rrore years for academic achievement to 
p>..rform as well as his native Erglish speaking peers (CUmmins & Mc.Neely, 
1187) • '!he native Erglish speakers continue to make progress because 
t'ley do not wait for the minority student to catdl up to their level. 
Cmmins arrl Mc.Neely (1987) go on to say that administrators, teachers, 
a'rl psychologists "often fail to take account of the differerre between 
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these two aspects of proficiency when they test minority students." 'Ihe 
assurrption is that if the student ~ to be fluent in ED;Jlish, "they 
have overcane all prooleros in learnirg ED;Jlish am that intelligence 
tests are valid.'' 'Ihis assunption causes many students to be labeled 
as learnirg disabled or retarded on the basis of tests administered 
within one or two years of the students' exposure to ED;Jlish in school. 
'lhe test scores are a direct result of the insufficient tine the student 
has had with the ED;Jlish lar:guage. "Educators frequently assure that 
students are ready to survive withart suwcrt in an all-ED;Jlish 
classroan on the basis of the fact that they~ to be fluent in 
English. Psychological tests should not :ireasure academic potential 
until the student has been learnin;J the school lar:guage for at least 
five years, because genuine learnirg capabilities would be ll'aSked by 
lack of proficiency in the school lar:guage. "'lhe students' surface 
fluency in ED;Jlish cannot be taken as irrlicative of their overall 
proficiency in ED;Jlish" (CUmmins & :r-t::Neely, 1987). 'Ihe psychologists 
involved with testi.n;J secorrl lar:guage learners should becare advocates 
for the students by carefully scrutiniz.i.rg the ba<..::kgrourrl aru the 
oontext fran which the child canes. Diagnosis should not play a primary 
role in locati.n;J a proolem with the secorrl-lar:guage learner. 
Psychologists should not "a:>nt:inue to test students until they Weed 
firrl the disabilities that could be invoked to explain students• 
apparent academic difficulties" (CUmmins & Mc.Neely, 1987). 
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'Iuba City Elercentary Schml. 
'lhe 'I\Jba City Elercentary bilin::Jual program includes kin:iergarten 
thrc:u#. eighth grade. With a parent's request arrl signed pennission, 
stu:ients are placed in bilirgual programs. 
'Jests used for placement are local criterion refererx:ed tests arrl 
the \{irdow Rock I..arq.lage Proficiency Test. To measure success of 
stu1ents arrl the effectiveness of the bilin::Jual program, the Iowa Test 
of Basic Skills is used. 
'Il1is program is a transitional program. '!here are eleven 
bilirgual education classrocms in the 'I\Jba City Schml District with 177 
students in grades Kirrlergarten through eighth. 
Newcomb arrl Naschitti Schmls. 
In the Newca:nb arrl Naschitti schmls, the kin:iergarten through 
si.xtl: grades are inclu:ied in the bilin;Jual programs, which are cc:rrprised 
of oo,enteen classrocms in Newca:nb arrl eight in Naschitti. Navajo 
parap:-ofessionals are hired to teach the Navajo first language learners. 
It iE assurred these paraprofessionals speak the child's first language 
an:i ~11 aide in concept developnent through the child's first language. 
'Ihese bilin::Jual programs are transitional arrl use the IDFA 
(Inii vidualized Developnent of ~lish Achievercent) for ~lish oral 
lcID;Jt.3ge developnent. A daily requirement of forty minute lessons per 
stude1t is ~ to be developed arrl inclooed in the instruction of 
the DFA program. 
Trai.nin;J through workshops, on-site a:>llege carrses, arrl sununer 
on-carp.1S rourses for staff developnent is a oarponent of this program. 
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'Ihe califomia Test of Basic Skills measures the "success" of all 
sttrlents. '1hese test srores irrlicate that the sb.rlents in Newcx:lnb are 
at least an average of one ani one-half years below grade level in their 
read.in;J level. 'Any i.nprovements in these srores are p:rd)ably not 
irrlicati ve of the success of a well-c.perated bilir¥3u,al program but 
rather the focus in the lfilXJ\lage arts area. 
Navajo History 
ClIAPl'ER III 
DisaJSSIOO 
It may be helpful for this discussion if the reader urx:ierstood 
nore about Navajo culture so this dlapter will start with a brief 
di saJSSion of Navajo history arrl culture. 
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Unrecorde1 larguage has kept Navajos at a starrl still for 
thoo.sarrls of years . Only through traditions arrl folk-lore passed davn 
through families or clans has the history been d:>tained . I..an:Juage, 
archeology, canparative data , arrl other factors have helped to recreate 
the history of the Navajo. Anthropologists concur that the American 
Irrlian crossed into the New World over the short water span of the 
Berin:;J strait between eastern Siberia arrl Alaska, or over the Aleutian 
Islarrls that reach westward fran Southern Alaska to Asia. 
We knc:M that the language spoken by the Navajo of today is 
Athabascan. Although there are Erqlish, Spanish, arrl Puebloan words, 
the Navajo larguage is still pure Athabascan. 'Ihrough larguage, the 
Navajo is related to other Athabascan speakinq tribes. 
'!he first historical reference to the Navajos in the Southwest was 
in the "relaciones" of father Geronino Zarate-Salmeron. It places the 
Navajos in the vicinity between 1538 arrl 1626. 
'Ihe geograJilical location in the latter part of the 16th arrl early 
17th century places the Navajo between the Olama River arrl the upper San 
Juan River in New Mexico. 
Sane anthrqx)logists believe the Navajo entered the southwest 
about 1400 A.O. fran the north. Sane lirguists, because of the 
l~ge, also believe this to be so. 
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"For nearly five years - fran 1863 to 1868 - Fort SUmner was the 
concentration canp for the majority of Navajo Irrlians, rcurx:led up by an 
intensive military canpaign co:rrlucted by General Janes carleton am 
Colonel Olristq:ner · Kit carson "' (Bailey, 1970) . 
In September of 1863, Brigadier General Janes carleton, a 
"seasoned Irxlian fighter'' conceived the idea of serrli.rg the Navajo to 
Fort SUmner (Bosque Rsdon:io) , because it would be "cheaper to feed them 
than to fight them." 'Ibus, the "lo:rg walk" to Fort SUmner . In late 
April , 1864, rrore than 8,000 Navajos were at Fort SUnmer. 'Ibe Navajo 
were held prisoner for four years. 'Ibey were men am wc:anen without a 
country. 'Ibese years were years of hardship, disease , am near 
starvation. "'Ibe stress errlured by the Navajos durirg this period will 
never be fully urrlerstood, for it is nearly inpossible for white men to 
fathan the effects on personality am culture which this lJIXleaval must 
surely have had" (Bailey, 1970). With the broken con:iition of the 
Navajo, they would no lo:rger pose a threat to others so they were 
allaved to return to their hc:rrelam (a large tract of lam lyirg within 
described bounjaries) (van Valkenturgh, 1974). "'Ihe tribe was returned 
to a lam area o~ the size of what their former danain had 
been" (Mitdlell, 1973). 
As early as 1865, when 8,000 Navajos were i.nprisoned in Fort 
Stnnner, addJe buildings were used for Navajo schools. 'Il1ese early 
schools were not successful because the Navajo sha.ved very little 
interest in them. 
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"'!be Navajo Peace Treaty negotiated between the United States arrl 
the Navajo Irxlian tribe in 1868 marked the close of one of the nost 
traumatic arrl tragic periods in the history of the American So.Ithwest" 
(Mitchell, 1973). 
'Ihe treaty of 1868 was signed at Fort SUrra1er on June 1, 1868. It 
was approved arrl cx:mfinood by the Senate on July 25, 1868 arrl proclaimed 
by President Jdmson on August 12, 1868. 'Ihe treaty stated the Navajo 
Tribe arrl the United states were to be at peace. Tribal annuities, or 
nonies, which might be paid to the tribe wcw.d be used for paynv?nt if 
the Navajos caused anynore hann . '!he treaty also stipulated that there 
would be carp.llsory education for children six to sixteen years old. 
'lhe Navajo sent the least favorite an::l slave children to school arrl kept 
the strorger an::l better ones to herd sheep. In 1881, the first l::x::>ardinJ 
school was opened. Atterrlance was low an::l irregular. 
In 1887, legislation was passed by Con;µ:-ess arrl becaIOO law for 
ccrrp.llsory school atten:lance for Irxlian children. When there were 
attenpts to enforce this law, the Navajo attacked the enforcers. 
CCttp..llsory education ma.y have caused the Navajo to regard education as 
haVllXJ little value in theirculture. 
In 1904, two nev, schools were opened. When Jeon Collier becaIOO 
cxmnissioner in 1932, forty-seven day schools were ruilt arrl equipped. 
'!here is a lot of pressure on the In:li.ans of the United states 
tooay. '!he Irxlian carries with him his culture, history, traditions, 
arxi l~ge. To nost non- Irxlian members of oor society, assimilation 
am novirg into the daninant society seems to be the solution for the 
mlians (Bauman, 1980). 
Although many Irrlian larYJuages have disa~ or are probably 
facirg extinction, the Navajo lan::JU.age is mt just errlurirg nor is it 
declinirg. It is an example of a floori.shirg larguage arrl has over 
100, ooo speakers, 100re than any other American Irrlian l~e .. 'Ihe 
Navajo Tribe is the largest in the United states arrl cx:x::upies the 
largest reservation (Bauman, 1980). 
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Many Navajo children learn only the Navajo lan::JU.age in the home, 
therelJy sucoessfully maintainirg their lan::JU.age. En;Jlish is learned in 
the schools. 'Ihe number of Navajo speakers continues to increase, 
according to Bauman (1980). Enployirent outside the resei:vation arrl 
increaserl Erlucation causes sane parents to neglect teaching the Navajo 
lan;JUage to their children. 'Ihe number of people learnirg to read arrl 
write the Navajo larYJuage is brirgirg al:x)ut nn:iernization of the 
lan;JUage (Bauman, 1980). 
'Ihe Navajo have a history of beirg a group of pecple who strongly 
resist a strict arrl restrictive style of livirg. 'lhe Navajo of today 
still feels he has control of his existence, as de.rronstrated in his 
reluctance to be at a specific place at a specific tine, thus the tenn 
11:rrlian tine." If one tries to meet deadlines, it may cause his/her 
death, so make no plans or preparations for the future. Very short tenn 
plans may be made but one has to be sure to state these plans are not 
specific arrl are irrlefinite. '!his traditional way of thinkirg has 
dl..rectly affected Navajo government, schools, arrl programs on the 
resexvation. 
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On workirg at the schools on the resei:vation, one recognizes low 
atterrlance, the high drop cut rate, low achievement, arrl discipline 
problems in the schools. 'lhese are signs that schools are not servi.rq 
the Navajo student sufficiently arrl maJcinJ their education worthwhile. 
Goverrment furxiinJ is still quite inportant in providirg furxiinJ to the 
schools. 
'!he Navajo of today has not been convirnrl that education will 
cause his SUOJesS. '!he Navajo values his culture. 'lhe ultimate goal of 
the Navajo Nation is self-determination; self-determination so that the 
Navajo Nation will survive arrl grow (Navajo Nation F.ducation Policies, 
1985). How will self-determination cane about? self-determination will 
cane about through suaJesSful education. '!he Navajo War Leader 
Manueltio was ex>nvinced that "education was the ladder ... " which 
wcw.d help his :people gain irrleperxience arrl pride, arrl urged the Navajo 
to take that "ladder," although in the last ten years of his life, he 
was UJ1haWY arrl certain that he was wrorg in enca.iragi.rq education. '!he 
Navajo of 1989 still believe in the quote "education is the ladder ... " 
(van Valkenl:m:gh, 197 4) . 
'!he Navajo of 1989, as with the Navajo of 1868, still have their 
clan system. With Navajos, there is no distinction nade between clan 
arrl blood relatives. '!hey are all in one. No natter where a Navajo 
goes, there will always be relatives. Withcut knowledge of your clan, 
yoo are an Oi:p:lan arrl will act as if yw are one. F.ducation of the clan 
system is of uboost .inportance to the Navajo. 
As nuch "progress" as the Navajo have nade, the medicine men are 
still the center of a Navajo existence. No natter where in the world a 
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Navajo lives, he returns within the Navajo fo..ir sacred 100UJ"rt:ains often, 
to use the sei:vices of a medicine man. One medicine man is not a cure 
all for every ailment or situation; however, eadl medicine man is a 
spec::ialist in a specific cerenony or prayer. 
'Ihe Navajos of 1989 are still Navajo Irdians believirXJ in the 
oerem:m.ies, son;1s, an:i prayers of his people. '1hey are still just as 
CCIIJ)lex as the Navajos of 1865. 
It is well recognized by everyone in the United states that there 
are minority races within a majority race. 'Ihe Irrlians of America are a 
minority race. '!he Arqlo-Saxon ''white" race is the recognized dcminant 
race. To sane, pernaps ''white" signifyin;J p.irity. Navajos have been 
e::lucated with this concept . 'As soon as carrprehension of this concept is 
instilled, the Navajo feels inferior to the ''white" people . 
Schools on the Navajo reservation attenpt to be like the white 
American schools. Schools have not been effective in their differing 
attenpt to connect the two concepts of life, the Navajo an:i the white. 
'Ihese schools alienate themselves, causing the two cultures to 
continually be in conflict. 'Ihe Navajo dlild's envirornrent, culture, 
an:i lan;JU,age is not considered an:i is ignored. 'Ihe Navajo parents serrl 
their dlildren to school as a token of awreciation. Orildren do not 
have full 5UfPOrt of their parents. student's success in school does 
not seem to be a high priority with parents. '!he lack of the two 
cultures respecting eadl other causes un:ierlying proolems whidl probably 
never surface to be recognized an:i resolved. A total lack of respect by 
the Navajo parents for the school the dlild atterds is cilseJ:ved through 
the lack of response an:i Sl.JR)Ort through parent-teadler organizations, 
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classroc.m visitation programs, sports, games, other special activities 
arrl. voltmteer work. In fact, the Navajo recognize the ?,lblic school as 
the ''white children's school" arrl. the aireau of In:tian Affairs boardin;J 
schools are termed "govennnent's school." If the Navajo felt the 
schools on the rese:rvation v1ere their's, the tenns used for them would 
reflect this acceptance. 'lb the Navajo parents, there is no recognition 
of equality in the school system for Navajo children. 
In discussions with various teadlers fran other schools across the 
rese:rvation, the consensus, or attitu::ie, seems to be that all children 
are Erglish ~ with no larguage or cultural differences. Even the 
attitudes of the Navajo teachers, who obviously should recognize 
differences, seems to be one of p.rrposely ignorirq it, ac:k:lin;J to the 
enigma of the situation. Pemaps they feel if they acknc:Mledge the 
differences, they will have to sacrifice their ideals for a different 
P'}.ilosqily. College level education IOOSt certainly does not recognize 
differences in ability, culture, beliefs, or P'}.ilosqilies. It gears 
irxlividuals in one direction of thi.nki.n;J so when a Navajo teacher 
returns to the rese:rvation, rrethcx:lologies am approaches leanied. are 
not 00f¥3n}ent with Navajo ways. In fact, many educated Navajo probably 
do not view themselves as bein3' a part of their people. 'lb get involved 
would lessen their educational quality arrl. progress. Pemaps to be 
involved in the issue of In:tian education would be so paranount am 
insunrountable that many p.n:posely refuse to get involved. Sarte are 
willin3' to sacrifice their heritage for "assimilation." 
Dedication, sensitivity, mtlqueness, am a sense of carin3' because 
they are part of the Navajo people should be the qualities of an 
e:ruicated Navajo. '!hey shoold be the very ones plannirg programs to 
acx:xmoodate learnin;J styles of the Navajo dli.ld am usinJ methoos, 
techniques, am strategies to acmmo.late the Navajo students. 
Bilin:rual F.ducation 
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Title IV of the Civil Rights Act states that "no :person in the 
United states shall on the groun:1s of race, color or national origin be 
excluded fran participation in, denied the benefits of, or be subjected 
to discrimination um.er any program or activity receivinJ federal 
assistance" (<llattergy, 1983). '!his law was dlallen:Jed in the lau vs. 
Nidlols case am the Suprene carrt's decision of 1974 uµ1eld the 
rnar)'jate. Bilin;Jual education is not an educational alternative but a 
civil right. 'Ihe 1978 Bilin;Jual F.ducational Act also required that 
districts provide limited ED;Jlish students with m::>re than ED;Jlish oral 
skills. Instniction nust involve total academic language proficiency 
'Which will help provide a guideline for an educational program for the 
limited ED;Jlish proficient student. 'Ihe lau Remedies provided five 
l~ge categories to identify students that have difficulty with 
instruction in the ED;Jlish language: (a) m::>nolinJual speaker (other 
than ED;Jlish only); (b) daninant speaker (other language); (c) bilin;Jual 
(speaks equally in both languages); (d) daninant ED;Jlish speaker (but 
also speaks other language); am (e) m::>nolinJual speaker (ED;Jlish only). 
'!here is much confusion surroun:ting bilinJual education in the 
United states. 'Ihe confusion seems to be related to the areas of: (1) 
'Which program design am m:xiel of operation is awrq:,riate for the 
limited ED;Jlish proficient (IEP) student; (2) awrq:,riate terms am 
definitions associated with the ccnp::>nents of bilingual education; (3) 
the effectiveness of bilin;Jual education; (4) the effectiveness of 
bilingual programs; (5) evaluation am assessment processes am 
proce:lures; (6) the identification of students to be placoo in these 
programs; am (7) the entry am exit criteria for bilingual programs. 
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'lbere is also confusion about the p.u:pose of bilingual education. 
Olildren cane to sdlool for their academic learnin:J am also to learn 
socially acceptable behavior. BilinJual education should be seen as 
part of this educational process, but it is seen by many as a remedial 
program. other tenn.s frequently associated with bilingual education are 
suwlementary, canpensatory, education alternative, harrlicappin;J 
corrlition, am even special education. Sane .Arrericans see the purpose 
of bilin;Jual education as maintainirg the m::,ther l~ge instead of as 
learnin:J the :En;Jlish language. 'lbese same people even see bilingual 
education as prcxiucin;f am maintainirg a pennanent sul:x:::ulture instead of 
maintainirg .Arrerican traditions, culture, am values. 
Bili,ooual F.ducation as a Political Issue 
Bilingual education has becane a political issue. Political am 
social pressures seem to be inportant factors in influencin;J chanJes in 
educational policies. Bilingual education is viewed by sare policy 
makers to be un-.Arrerican. Even the positive effects of usin;f two 
languages in instruction for IEP students seem to be ignored by 
educational leaders, politicians, am the ne:iia. 
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Biliooµal Education as a 'Ihreat to Americans 
People who do not value bili.rgualism associate bilin:Jua1.ism with 
the disadvantaged, the poor, arrl the \.D19ducated. 'Ihese peq)le do not 
respect differences in a.ilture nor larguage. Despite this type of 
"closed-min:led" attitude, there exists within the United states a 
diverse pcp.11.ation. '!his pcpllation is continually dlargin;J as new 
peq)le arrive into the cx:,untry fran various nations, for various 
reasons. Bilin:Jua1. programs that con.sider scx:::ial, econcmic, arrl 
divergent pcp.11.ations are nore successful at meetinl the educational 
needs of the bilingual students . Critics seem to choose to ignore the 
fact that tirre is required. to develop English proficiency. 
Biliooµal Conflicts 
Even on the Navajo reservation, bilingual education exists in 
conflict. To the Navajo, education is not a priority. '!hey do not 
value education; employment is of nore value than education. One does 
not need to read evaluations nor statistics to realize that the school 
drop-out rate on the Navajo reservation is severe. '!his is encountered 
through everyday life on the reservation. Navajo parents of today, 
because of their childhcx:xi experiences in schools, do not support the 
schCX)ls their children atterrl. '!his is derronstrated through their 
absence at parent-teacher organizations, schCX)l boards, clubs, functions 
at school, activities, arrl parent visitations. Nor do Navajo parents 
cane in as volunteers to help in the classroans or schools. 
Jabs are of nore value to the Navajo. Employment is what feeds 
the family. Many Navajo :men will leave their hemes arrl families for 
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employment. Navajos know that education will brim in nore and better 
wages but their families need food on the table T'Dtl. '!hey will acx::ept 
any type of employment that is available and they take pride in any type 
of \to10rk because the em result is noney for family needs. 
If a family nenber wants an education, sjhe achieves it by 
whatever means sjhe can. One cannot expect, nor shc:uld they expect, 
their family to help theltl financially. '!he resources fran the family 
just are not there. 
'!here has always been resistance to education anon::1 the Navajo. 
Pemaps education became catp.llso:ry for many Imian children when there 
was still stron::1 resistance to the encroachment of the whiternan, and it 
remains part of the present day Navajo way. It may also be the past 
experience of parents in schools. '!he trea'btYant they received in school 
was an assault on personal identities with a total lack of respect for 
the in:li vidual • '!here may be misurrlerstarrli.n;J of the roles of the 
school. 'lhe Navajos value their lan;JUage, culture, and traditions, but 
education is not valued; the school values the EDJlish lan;JUage but not 
the Navajo lan;JUage, nor the culture or traditions of the Navajo. '!he 
prevailim attitude in schools is to teach EDJlish, not Navajo. '!he 
hostile attitude of parents and unconcerned attitude of both parents and 
school personnel is affecti_m inplenentation of effective bili_mual 
education prcgrans. lack of integration of both cultures has serious 
effects and causes the loss of effective and awropriate education for 
the secom lan;JUage learner. 
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Intellectual Accanplisrnrents of Bilin:ruals 
Research in:licates that there are two types of lan;JUage, academic 
am conversational. A secon:i l~ learner requires five or m:>re 
years to becare proficient in his secon::i l~e, am then begins to 
use it successfully for academic learning. 'Ihe corx::eptual knowledge he 
developed in his first lan;JUage will require less inp.rt in his secom 
lanJUa<Je. As several researchers have shown, the use of two lan;JUages 
for instruction has very positive results in the academic perfonnance of 
I.EP students. '!he use of the Navajo l~ to acxpire academic 
lan;JUage am literacy skills in readin:J am writing 'WOUld bring about a 
nore ireanin;Jful education to the I.EP student. 'Ihe enp1cl5is in many 
bilirgual programs on the reservation seems to be to use the Navajo 
child's first lan;JUage only lon;1 enough for this dominant Navajo speaker 
to becane proficient in ~lish, an:i not for acquiring academic skills. 
'Ibis also may be a misun:ierstan::ling on the part of the school personnel 
who do not realize that a child can becane proficient in ~lish am 
still not have the academic lan;JUage to acxpire academic skills. 'Ihe 
use of two lan;JUages will be an inportant influence on the child's 
academic am intellectual develcpnent because beccming proficient in the 
secon:i lan;JUage will add to skills sjhe already possesses. 
Fo:rmal learning in the not.her ton;Jue has not always been 
encouraged for the Navajo student, an:i even today, in many schools 
across the reservation, speaking Navajo is not enc:::arraged. By forcing 
stooents to learn in ~lish before they are ready may leave children 
illiterate in their m:>ther ton;JUe am may also leave children illiterate 
in their secon:i lan;JUage as well. 'Ihe needs of a oon-~lish or I.EP 
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student is far greater than for the native :En;Jlish speaker. '!he Navajo 
people should be advocates in prcm::,tirg the use of the Navajo laI)3uage 
in schools. It should be urrlerstocxi that by approachi.n:J education in 
any laI)3uage, one can be sua::essful. 
Develg>im arrl In:plementim a Bili,ooual Program 
One of the purposes of this thesis was to review all of the issues 
arrl carponents of bilin3ual education, seeki.rg ideas arrl practices that 
could be used to enhance educational programs for the secom laI)3uage 
learner on the Navajo Reservation. 
'!he infonnation fourrl dealt with the follc:Mirg : history of 
bilin3ual education, policies , issues, pti.loscplies arrl ideas in 
establishing a program, sucx::ess of program carponents, pros arrl cons (is 
it worth the trouble arrl expense), effectiveness of bilingual programs, 
types of programs, various controversies surrourrlin;J program a:::xrp::>nents, 
researchers' perceptions of bilingual education, l~ge needs of 
children, evaluations of various program carponents, academic 
achievem:mts of bilingual students, teacher trainin:J programs, arrl 
imividual studies of programs which may or may not have included a 
control group. '!here were no detailed reports regard:in;J all of the 
carponents of bilingual p~, such as classroan organization, 
program design arrl i.nplem:mtation, procedures, guidelines, 
qualifications of personnel, tests used, evaluation designs, arrl h<=M to 
establish or set up a program. 
Evaluation of Bilirgual Programs 
'!he three nooels nost mentioned and di smsse.d in the literature 
are the maintenance, immersion, and transitional nooels. 
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'!here are several reasons why the maintenance nooel would be used: 
(1) the language of a certain ethnic group has bea:xne extinct or lost so 
the language is bein;J revived and restored; (2) the lanJUa.ge is fast 
beoc:minJ extinct and atterrpts are bein;J made to save the language; (3) 
the present language (in existence) has few fluent speakers so attempts 
are being made to maintain the language by teachirg the language so as 
to have nore speakers of that language; (4) language loyalty or 
appreciation of the nother to~e of their heritage so they can remain 
identified with their heritage; and (5) to create bourrlaries for their 
group. 
'!he maintenance nooel on the Navajo Reservation could be used for 
Navajo students whodo not speak and urrlerstarrl their native language and 
who wish to bea:xne proficient and fluent in the Navajo language. '!he 
parents' appreciation of the nother to~e of their heritage is probably 
the reason irost parents' enroll their children in existin;J bilingual 
programs. Usually, irost of these parents are fluent speakers of the 
Navajo language but for various reasons, their children do not speak the 
Navajo language and they want their children to learn and speak Navajo. 
'!here are not any so called maintenance nooels on the resavation but 
several schools do teach non-Navajos or non-Navajo speakin:J children the 
Navajo language and literacy skills in their bilingual programs. '!he 
maintenance nooel urrler this concept could be incorporated alon_:J with 
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any other bilinJual m:x:lel. Navajo children woold then have ~rtunity 
to beccme proficient Navajo speakers. 
On the Navajo reservation, the nost pcp.tlar nane given to 
bilirqual programs is the transitional m:x:lel. '1he transitional m:x:lel 
ex>:ncerns itself with IIDVing limited Erglish proficient students into 
Erglish as quickly as :possible. '!his m:x:lel seems to reflect the ex>ncern 
held by many Americans, that usirg another lMXJUage prevents the 
develc:pte1t of Erglish skills an:i fluency. '!be ex>ncern here should not 
be to IIDVe into the Erqlish language "as quickly as :possible." Research 
irrlicates that a non-Erglish speaker or an I.EP student needs at least 
five years of exposure to his secorrl language to becarce academically 
proficient in that language. Many educators an:i policy makers fail to 
un:lerstarrl the c:c.11plexities of learnirg an academic language. 'lbere 
eventually will be a transition fran the non-Erglish language to 
proficiency in Erglish if the ti.ire factor is not stressed or pressure 
:p.rt on the child to learn his secorrl language "as quickly as :possible." 
Research also irrlicates that the non-use of the child's rrother torgue in 
instruction may cause eventual <:b:uR:>irg out of school because the child 
ex>ntinues to fail academically when he was not given sufficient ti.ire to 
learn En,;Jlish. '!be transitional m:x:lel seems to brirg about a distorted 
image of what bilinJual education is or is sURJOS€d to be. 
In a transitional m:x:iel, the Erglish-as-a-secorrl-language (ESL) is 
a oarponent. 'Ihrough stnictured lessons which require drill an:i 
practice, the child hcpefully acquires ex>rrect grammar an:i sentence 
structure. In the ESL lessons, i:oonemic discrimination may not be a 
problem for the IBP student because of his knowledge of Erglish whereas 
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for a non-Er);Jlish speaker, it is a major himrance to his lea.rnin;J if he 
cannot decxxie what he hears the teadler sayinJ. 
Navajo larguage sentence stn.ictures are in reverse fran Er);Jlish. 
:Exartple: "Look at the bear" in Navajo 'Walld be "Shash ninili " or "Bear 
look at." (Shash is bear). 'Ib a Navajo dl.ild who is lea.rnin;J Er);Jlish, 
the word ''bear" as he un:ierst.arrls it in the Navajo context 'Walld be at 
the beginnirg. If he is leaminJ Er);Jlish, the word ''bear'' 'Walld be at 
the errl. Also, sooe Er);Jlish consonants are absent in the Navajo 
larguage such as r, f, v, th ( soft and hard soun:is) , so Navajo speakers 
nake substitutions for these soun:is. For instance, the name Roger may 
be pronounced ''Waajo" in Navajo, or the word "those" may became "dose", 
substitutin] d for th, or w for r. Also, the letters d and t and b and 
p sourxi the sarre. So with the oarplexities of leaminJ a secorrl 
larguage, the Navajo students Er);Jlish pronunciations of words may sourrl 
like i.Jlawropriate Er);Jlish grammar. '!he Navajo speaker is tryinJ to use 
what he (unconsciously) Jcna...'S about his larguage stnlcture and grammar 
and att.ercpts to apply them to the En;Jlish larguage, not realizi.rg that 
the stnicture of En;Jlish is frequently q:posite of Navajo. 
For a transitional nodel to be effective, one 'Walld need to 
urrlerstand the cxmplexities, perplexities, distin:Juishing features, 
JXlOnology and nor:Eflology of the Navajo larguage. For this reason, 
perhaps, bilin3ual programs called transitional program nodels on the 
reseJ:Vation are in reality En;Jlish l.lTllOOl'.'Sion programs. School 
personnel, because they are exposi.rg the non-Er);Jlish or IEP students to 
En;Jlish thrcAlghout the day, they a.ssurre the students are makirg a 
transition fran Navajo speakers to En;Jlish speakinJ stooents. 
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In these pseudo-transitional programs, Erqlish literacy 
instruction is e.nplaSized. If any instn.iction is done in Navajo, it is 
only used to help the non-ED:]lish speaker or IBP student to bridge the 
gap between Navajo arrl ED:Jlish for proficiency in ED:Jlish. 
In many schools on the Navajo Resei:vation, the main OCJipOnent in 
the bilirxJua]. program is the transitional m:xiel. 'Ihe "pairinJ" or 
cooperative teachin:] method is seen by sane schools as a transitional 
m:xiel, because one-half of the day is for ED:Jlish arrl the other half for 
Navajo. students taught in this type of bilirxJua]. program spenj one-
half day beirg totally taught in Erqlish arrl other half-day taught 
totally in Navajo. For the purpose of learning the academic language, 
this type of "transitional" m:xiel should not be used because it seems to 
discriminate again.st the non-ED:]lish spea.kin;J student. 
Although many programs on the reservation are called transitional 
m:xiels, they are in essence ED:Jlish iinmersion m:xiels. 'Ibey are 
iinmersion m:xiels because the language of instruction is ED:Jlish. Even 
the ESL lessons are taught in ED:Jlish. Navajo is used only as a 
connectirg bridge between Navajo arrl ED:Jlish. 'Ihese ED:Jlish iinmersion 
programs used by many schools becc:ma a sink-or-swilll program for Navajo 
students. 'Ihe hypothesis behirrl inmersion m:xiels ( or the iinmersion 
m:xiels which call them.selves transitional m:xiels) are that secorrl 
language learners academic difficulties are attributed to insufficient 
exposure to Erqlish. Attenpts are, therefore, made to expose these 
students to as nuch ED:Jlish as possible, so ED:Jlish is used throughout 
the school day. 
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Even the one-half day En:Jlish an:l one-half day Navajo programs are 
imnersion m:xiels because Navajo an:l En:Jlish are not used together when 
instniction is bein:J ex>rrlucted. 
'!here are a few schools on the reservation that rightfully call 
their bilirgual programs imnersion m:xiels. 'Ihe larguage of imnersion is 
Navajo. Navajo is the larguage used for instnlction an:l developin:J 
literacy skills throughout the day. Only with parental permission are 
students selected for these programs. '!he regular classroan uses only 
En:Jlish instruction, an:l are not ex>nsidered bil~ programs. In one 
imnersion program, by fourth grade, the students sperrl one-half day in 
En:Jlish instruction an:l the other half-day in Navajo instruction. Since 
research irrlicated that it takes five years for a student to become 
proficient in his sec.om larguage, the results have not yet been 
evaluated in this three year old program. 
For the Navajo Reservation, the imnersion m:xiel is perhaps the 
ideal m:xiel to inco:rporate into the Navajo bilin:Jual programs with the 
larguage of imnersion bein:J Navajo. '!he students that qualify for the 
bilin:Jual program, based on their larguage needs, would be placed in a 
Navajo instniction only classroan, or a one-half day En:Jlish instnlction 
an:l one-half day Navajo program. Navajo classroan teachers would be 
used for the total Navajo instnlction program or if none are available, 
non-Navajo speakirg teachers with highly qualified Navajo speakirg 
paraprofessionals would be used. In the one-half day Navajo or En:Jlish 
instniction program, team teacbin:J, cooperative teacbin:J, or "pairin:J" 
m:xiels could be used, so Navajo an:l En:Jlish are bein:J spoken in the sane 
classroan. 
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'!he immersion IOOdel soun:ls like an ideal IOOdel but in reality it 
means ch.an:;Je, hard work, dedication arrl c:xmnit:Irent by both parents arrl 
teachinJ staff. '!he rethinki.n3 of the whole rarge of the educational 
system sei:vin;J the non-En:Jlish speakin:J arrl I.El? student would have to be 
restructured. '!he restnicturin;J, the time, the trouble, arrl the expense 
of this educational prociess would truly be worth the effort. 
Another problem area that research has focused on is the problem 
of language assessrrent. It is evident fran the research that 
assurrptions cannot be made that the tests bein;J used to identify IEP 
students will measure what they shruld be iooasurin;J. Tests used as 
neasures must fit the objectives arrl goals of the program. Examiners 
must urrlerstarrl the canponents of the test for proper evaluation an::1 
assessirent of the student. What in the child's larguage is the tester 
looki.n:"J for when asses.sin;J larguage proficiency (pionological, lexical, 
syntax, or contexts of larguage)? With the Navajo students, the 
syntactical arrl use of larguage in various contexts are prababl y the 
nost ilrportant aspects to identify. '!he pionology (pronunciation) arrl 
lexical (dialect) of students are not that diverse so these two would 
not pose any great problerrs if asses.sin;J the Navajo larguage, but if 
Erglish is bein;J assesse:i, these two would be critical. 
'When evaluations of bilin;3ual programs are studied, one needs to 
bear in m:in::l that many of these evaluations have limitations due to the 
many variables fam:i in makin:J ccrrparisons. '1hese variables influence 
arrl affect the interpretation of out.cc.ares of programs. 
Factors that may affect bilin;Jual education program o.rt:cares are: 
( 1) the degree of inplenentation; ( 2) sdlool personnel attitooes; ( 3) 
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tra:inmJ of school personnel (teachers arrl administration); (4) staff 
turnover; (5) leamin;J environments; (6) furrlirg; (7) appropriate 
bilin;Jual materials; arrl (8) larguage assessments. 
Evaluations in:licate few bilirgual programs are well inplerrented 
nor do they remain at a high level of inplementation for a lorg period 
of time. Evaluations need to be studied in te.nn.s of awrq>riateness for 
the group involved. Perceptions arrl bias' in evaluations are also 
another factor that influences evaluations. 
Evaluations in research state that there are no sinple or sing1e 
answers to questions in bilirgual education. 
'!here does not a~ to be evaluations in the literature later 
tllan 1978. '!be ev-ciluations that have been done do not shed nn.ich light 
on very basic issues. 
'!here is little infonnation as to how minority groups are 
evaluated. '!here does not seem to be a specific evaluation procedure 
used for this type of evaluation. 
'!he evaluations fourd in the literature in general irrlicate that 
bilirgual programs are effective arrl stooents that go through bil~ 
programs perfonn better than those goin::J through an Erqlish only 
program. Public suwcrt for bilirgual programs seem to be diminishin::J 
however. 
It is difficult to keep politics out of bil~ program 
evaluations. Legislators can propose d'lan;Jes which affect bilirgual 
education policies. Sane politicians' attitudes arrl prej\Xiioes toward 
non-An;Jlo cultures may have crucial effects on programs, there are many 
leaders that desire programs that provide secorx:l larguage leaniers with 
leai:nin;J opportunities. Political suwcrt is needed for bil~ 
erlucation prograrcs if bil~ erlucation is to survive. 
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Bilin:rual Education 
ClIAPI'ER DJ 
OONCWSIONS 
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Even tha.igh there is m..idl confusion surrrurxilrg bilirgual 
education, research evidence in::licates that the lorq rarge effects of 
bilirgual education does provide equal educational awortunities for the 
secx>rx:i larr;JUage learrier. 'llle erx:ieavors of in::li viduals who are cxmni tted 
to bilirgual education are enhancirq successful education for these 
minority students. 
Bilirgual Education as a Political Issue 
Bilirgual education will always be a political issue because of 
political am social pressures. Bilin3ual education is not only an 
educational issue but also a political issue. 
Bilin:rual Education as a 'lhreat to Americans 
To many Americans, bil.irqual education is a real threat. To them, 
the larr;JUage, a.uture, traditions arx:i values of America is in jeopardy. 
'llley feel bilirgual education students will not learri their secx>rx:i 
larr;JUage nor learri the history or a.uture of American, so they feel 
bilirgualism is un-Atoorican. 
Intellectual Accomplishments of IEP Students 
Bilirguals are seen by many as incapable of intellectual 
accx::xrplishroonts am bilin3ualism will always be blamad for the students' 
lack of success in school. It is still widely believed that usirq the 
student's first larr;JUage will retard academic progress or prevent the 
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mastery of their secon:i larguage (Er'x]lish) rut there is no real evidence 
to S1.JI:.PJrt this idea. In fact, there is strorg evidence that the use of 
two languages in instruction has a significantly positive effect on the 
perfonnance an:i learn.in;J cx.rt:a:toos of IEP students in the mastery of 
larguage develcprent an:i academic learn.in;J. 
Bilirgual Conflicts 
Bilin;Jual an:i regular e::lucation exist in conflict. '!he parents 
value their language, culture, an:i traditions. 
Er'x]lish language an:i the Aroorican way of life. 
'!he schools value the 
'!hey do not value the 
Navajo language , culture , or traditions . It is nore productive to 
educate the school persormel on Navajo values, larguage, culture , arrl 
tradition then it would be to tiy to char'qe the parents views of 
American values whidl are based on upper middle class nonolin;Jual 
speakers. It is essential to resolve conflicts so students can stay in 
school to learn an:i acquire academic literacy skills for enployment or 
college. Perceptions should be explored an:i methods devised to resolve 
conflicts. 
Developing an:i Inplementim a Bilingual Program 
'!he subject of bilin:Jual education has so many }:ilases an:i aspects 
that the literature becanes cxxrplex an:i is alnost l.IlCClTprehensible. 
'!here are no easy solutions or answers to developin;J an:i inplementin;J a 
successful bilin;Jual prcqra:m. '!he cxmnitment an:i erx:leavors of 
in:iividuals seem to mark the successes of good programs. 
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E'Valuation of Bilirgual Proorams 
'Ihere are evaluations of bilirgual programs in the Unitoo states 
in the literature for other minority graips. On the Navajo Reservation, 
there are on-goin:J evaluations rut the review of literature does not 
reflect this. E'Valuation reports SlJR)Ort positive c:utcanes arrl positive 
effectiveness of bilin3ual education programs in the United states. 
Research in:ticates minority students are m::>re apt to fail in the 
school system as a result of their linJuj_stic arrl cultural differences. 
Researchers also agree that for secon:i lan:JUage learners, the best 
m:dium for learnin:J is the m::>ther to~e , or heme lan:JUage. Orildren 
who learn through two lanJuages learn as well as those who learn only 
through one lan;uage. 'Ihe nother to~ also eases culture shock of the 
school, helps the child retain a positive self-cx:>ncept, arrl a sense of 
self-worth as the child experiences success in school . 
'Ihere are very few hue bilirgual programs on the Navajo 
Reservation, whose goal is to produce academically bilin:Jual students. 
M::lst bilin:Jual programs on the Navajo Reservation are English 
immersion programs. sane of these programs are called transitional 
m:xiels rut they are not transitional nooels because En;Jlish is the only 
m:dium of instniction. '!he so-called transitional m:xiels purpose is not 
to create bilin3ual students rut to assimilate them into Anerican Anglo 
society. 
Bilin:Jualism is not the intent of the Bilirgual F.ducation Act. 
'!he goal of this legislation is for all minority children to becane 
proficient in the En;Jlish lan:JUage. 
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It is extremely difficult to fini a valid testinJ in.stn.ment that 
will assess language proficiercy. Academj c l~ ability am 
academic achievement cannot be measured through a language daninance 
test. caamunication or oral language proficiercy ability may be 
detennined through language daninance tests. '1hese testinJ iooasurements 
are an inp:>rtant ~nent of the Bilin3ual F.ducation law. 'Ibey help to 
determine proper placement to provide awropriate programs tha t will 
benefit the IEP student. 
Bilirgual Education 
Research needs to be ex>ntinued if the confusion of vital issues 
surrcm'rli.n;J bilin:Jual education are to be resolved. Programs need 
ex>ntinuCAJS nnnitorin;J arrl assist.arDe through the life of the p:ro;,ram. 
Bilirgual Education as a R:>litical Issue 
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Up-to-date explanations of bilin:Jual education should be an 
on~oin;J process made available to the p.iblic arrl especially political 
figures. 'lhese should be addressed in tenns that would be stated 
clearly to enhance c:x:amoon urrlerstarx:lir· R:>litical rhetoric should be 
avoided because of the ambiguity it causes. 
Bilirgual Education as a 'Ihreat to Amaricans 
To avoid ex>nfusion about the p.n:pose of bilin:Jual education, 
people of the United States should be educated to realize that the 
Bilin:Jual Education legislation was not inten:ied to pranote any other 
larguage but Erglish. 
Intellectual Accarplishments of IEP students 
Develop an awareness annrg educators that bilin:Jualism does not 
cause academic difficulties. Academic failures are caused by two 
factors: (1) not providirg meanin:Jfu1. learnin;J ~rtunities; arrl (2) 
the lack of high achieverrent expectations for bilirgual stu:ients. Value 
ard respect for both cultures needs to be brought to the attention of 
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school administrators arrl school personnel cx>ntinuously. All schools on 
the Navajo Reservation should be totally bili.nJual. 
Bilingual Conflicts 
In-service tra.inin;J on the values of the Navajo pec.ple should be 
marmtoi:y for school personnel. Sdlool personnel should be taught what 
issues are in ex>nflict between the parents arrl the school, arrl ways to 
ti:y to resolve these ex>nflicts for better un:ierstan:lirg. Year-rourrl 
schools should be ex>nsidered for Navajo students. 
!Rvelopim arrl Inplem:mtim a Bili,rnual Program 
Bilingual programs on the reservation should use the Navajo 
lan;Juage as a medium for learni.n:;J in the primary schools, kirrlergarten 
through sixth grade . '!his is an inportant cnrponent for the Navajo 
bilinJual programs. 
'!here is a need for specific infonnation for what makes a 
bilin:Jual program sua:::essful, as well as infonnation on how to set up a 
sua:::essful program which would meet local needs arrl circurn.stances. 
'!he immersion nod.el of the bilingual program foc:usirq on the 
Navajo larguage, should be established arrl incorporated in the present 
educational system on the Navajo Reservation. 
All schools on the Navajo Reservation (Bureau of Imian Affairs 
boa.rdirg schools, parochial [mission], ?,lblic, arrl ex>ntract schools) 
should study student program out.cx:mes arrl cane to a ex>nsensus about what 
aspects of a bilingual education program should be inplem:mted in order 
to have sua:::essful bilingual programs across the reservation. '!here is 
need of a regional or central office whidl provides se?:Vices, expertise, 
evaluation an:i assessments, testirg instruments, an:i infonnation 
dissemination on the Navajo Resel:vation for the Navajo bilin;Jual 
programs. 
Evaluation of Bilimual Proorams 
'!he Navajo nee1 to develq> scpri.sticated evaluation processes. 
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School districts should be required to increase cxx,perative efforts, 
stressi.rg nee1 for on-goirg carmitment, so evaluation processes will fit 
the programs on the reservation. 
Navajo bilin;Jual education programs should use present sources an:i 
resources available to them to develq> effective programs that will 
benefit the Navajo students an:i be within the franework of the Bilingual 
Education law (P.L. 90-127). Present sources an:i resources available 
should be used to devise an:i develq> valid l~ge proficiency 
assessment prcx:::edures. 1hese assessment prcx:::edures should include 
different carponents of l~ge proficiency so a si.rgle test SCXJre 
cannot be used for a nrultitude of p.u:poses. 
Evaluations, whether negative or positive, of Navajo bilingual 
programs nee1 to be written up an:i p.lblished. 
A grant should be written to evaluate all Navajo bilin;Jual 
programs. 
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